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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Session 1 - Host-pathogen interaction
Marina Elisabeth Aspholm, Norwegian University of Life
Sciences (NMBU)
Dr. Marina Aspholm is Professor at the Department of
Paraclinical Sciences at the Norwegian University of Life
Sciences. Marina has a doctorate in molecular biology and
her research activities encompasses a combination of basic
and applied research in the microbiology field with the aim to
find solutions to challenges related to food-borne diseases,
food security and sustainable food production. Her research
team has recently, together with their collaborators at the
Vrije Universiteit in Brussels (VIB), Belgium, characterized a
completely novel type of proteinaceous nanofibers, with structural properties and selfassembly mechanisms, that have never been described in any organism before. These
structures also represent third type of pili ever described in Gram-positive bacteria and the
first endospore pili that have been structurally and genetically characterized.
Title of the speech: Structural characterization of novel type of extremely heat and chemically
resilient pili expressed on bacterial spores

Session 2 - Microbial omics in infection
Noelle Noyes, University of Minnesota
Dr. Noelle Noyes is an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Veterinary Population Medicine
Department at the University of Minnesota. Currently,
her research focuses on improving the understanding
of antibiotic resistance in livestock production, with
the ultimate goal of optimizing both public health and
food safety and security. Noelle was a USDA NIFA
Post-Doctoral Fellow and an NIH T32 Pre-Doctoral
Fellow. She was a recipient of the German Chancellor
Fellowship from the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation, and received her MA from Osnabrueck University and her BA from Amherst
College. Noelle completed a dual-degree PhD-DVM program at Colorado State University
before joining the University of Minnesota faculty. Currently, her lab is conducting studies on
microbiome, pathogen and antibiotic resistance issues related to livestock production and
food safety.
Title of the speech: Infection, antibiotics, resistance and the microbiome: What happens
when, and how?

Session 3 - One Health perspective on AMR
Line Vold, National Institute of Public Health
Dr. Line Vold is the department director in the National
Institute of Public Health's department for infection control
and emergency preparedness. She has played a prominent
role during the coronavirus pandemic in 2019–2020. She has
a doctorate in veterinary medicine and a European Field
Epidemiology degree (EPIET). Her main competence is
zoonotic pathogens being transmitted through food and
water.
Torill Moseng, Norwegian Veterinary Institute
Torill Moseng is graduated as a veterinarian from the
Norwegian School of Veterinary Science, currently a part of
the Norwegian University of Life Sciences (NMBU). Since
2014, she has worked full-time as president of the Norwegian
Veterinary Association. She has a long professional practice as
a veterinarian and has held several international positions,
including vice president of the Federation of Veterinarians of
Europe. She has recently been the new director of the
Norwegian Veterinary Institute.
Title of the speech: Pandemics and preparedness (tentative)

Session 4 - Novel antimicrobials and drug discovery
Beatriz Martínez, The Dairy Research Institute of Asturias
(Instituto de Productos Lácteos de Asturias – IPLA)
Dr. Beatriz Martínez is a molecular microbiologist studying
the mode of action of bacteriocins and bacteriophages and
the resistance mechanisms. She got her PhD in Biology in
1996 and is a principal investigator at IPLA-CSIC since 2003.
Her main scientific contributions have been the structural
and functional characterization of Lcn972, the first nonlantibiotic bacteriocin targeting the cell wall precursor lipid
II and unveiling the cell envelope stress response in
Lactococcus lactis. She has also actively participated in the implementation of bacteriophages
as antimicrobials.
Title of the speech: Bacteriocins and bacteriophages: from bioinspiration to the clinic

Abstract: When looking for solutions, Science often observes nature for bioinspiration. In the
era of the antibiotic crisis, novel antimicrobials are sought to fight multidrug resistant
pathogens. Bacteriocins are antimicrobial peptides synthesized by bacteria. Initially proposed
as natural antimicrobials for food biopreservation, they are slowly moving into the clinic. On
the contrary, bacteriophages, viruses that exclusively infect and often kill bacteria, have been
proposed as anti-infectives right after their discovery. In this talk, the properties and the mode
of action of bacteriocins and bacteriophages will be reviewed with special emphasis on the
advantages and disadvantages of their use against antibiotic resistant bacteria.
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TRANSCRIPTOME ANALYSIS OF HCT-8 CELLS COINFECTED WITH BOVINE CORONAVIRUS AND
CRYPTOSPORIDIUM PARVUM
Ruchika SHAKYA1*, Alejandro JIMENEZ-MELENDEZ1, Turhan
MARKUSSEN1, Lucy J. ROBERTSON1, Shokouh Makvandi-NEJAD2,
Mette MYRMEL1
1

Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Norwegian University of Life
Sciences (NMBU), Ås, Norway
2

Research Group Animal Health, Vaccinology, Norwegian Veterinary
Institute, Ås, Norway
* ruchika.shakya@nmbu.no

Introduction:
Neonatal diarrhea is one of the most important health problems in calves worldwide, leading to huge economic
losses. Among the causative agents, two of the most prevalent are bovine coronavirus (BCoV) and
Cryptosporidium parvum (C. parvum). Although several studies indicate that co-infections with BCoV and C.
parvum are associated with greater symptom severity, the host-pathogen interplay during dual infections
remains to be investigated further.
Objectives:
The main objective was to investigate the modulation of the transcriptome of HCT-8 cells during single and coinfections with BCoV and C. parvum by means of RNA-Seq.
Methods:
HCT-8 cells were infected with (1) BCoV alone, (2) C. parvum alone, (3) BCoV and C. parvum in a mixed inoculum
and harvested at two time points (24 and 72 h). RNA-Seq was performed on total RNA extracted from noninfected and infected cells and differential expression and enrichment analysis were conducted after alignment
to the host genome (Homo sapiens).
Results:
Around 40 million reads per sample were generated and mapped. Differential gene expression (DEG) analysis at
24 hpi of HCT-8 cells infected with C. parvum alone demonstrated 31 DEGs (26 upregulated and 5
downregulated). At 72 hpi, 52 DEGs were found (26 were upregulated and 26 downregulated). Infection with
BCoV alone resulted in 86 DEGS (80 upregulated and 6 downregulated) at 24 hpi, and at 72 hpi over 6000 DEGs
were found (3197 upregulated and 3049 downregulated). In co-infected cells, there were 150 DEGs, 141
upregulated and 9 downregulated at 24 hpi. At 72 hpi, 6252 DEGs were found, 3085 upregulated and 3167
downregulated. Pathway (KEGG) and gene ontology (GO) analysis showed that DEGs were associated with
immune pathways (cytokine, inflammatory responses, chemotaxis), cell death and transcription. Key immuneassociated genes included genes related to NF-kappa-B, interferon, and inflammation. We found 20 DEGs that
were only expressed during co-infection and not in single infections (including TNFAIP3, CX3CL1, TRAF6, etc).
Conclusion:
Our findings provide an insight on possible biomarkers associated with co-infection, which could be further
explored using in vivo models.

CRISIS ADAPTATION: SHORT-PATCH
DOUBLE ILLEGITIMATE RECOMBINATION
AND GENOME MAINTENANCE.
Mikkel Meyn Liljegren1, Klaus Harms1
1
Department of Pharmacy, UiT - The Arctic
University of Norway, Tromsoe, Norway

The evolution and genomic plasticity of bacteria are important aspects of antibiotics
resistance research, due to the ongoing arms race between antibiotics
development and bacteria evolving resistance. Consequently, this expands to
mutation pathways in bacteria. One recently discovered mutational mechanism is
Short-Patch Double Illegitimate Recombination (SPDIR), a mutagenesis pathway
that results in short insertion-deletion (indel) events in a single generation.
SPDIR causes multiple and highly variable DNA changes in a single event, through
translocation of ssDNA (single-stranded DNA) segments from intragenomic or
horizontally acquired sources. In our model organism Acinetobacter baylyi, SPDIR
events occur spontaneously and are extremely rare. However, environmental
stress factors such as antibiotics treatment can increase this frequency. Due to
their recent discovery, low frequency, and challenges in identification and
verification, SPDIR frequency and evolutionary impact is still poorly understood.
We set out to characterize how SPDIR events are affected by ssDNA-binding
functions and by cellular genome maintenance machinery and DNA repair in A.
baylyi. Mutants lacking genome maintenance functions and carrying truncated
resistance genes are grown and exposed to antibiotics treatment, with revertants
screened to examine origin of mutation. We discovered over 100 distinct origins
of SPDIR-translocated DNA in revertants, causing indel mutations ranging from 3
to 120 bp in size.
SPDIR events were suppressed by ssDNA-binding proteins DprA, RecA and SSB,
which direct ssDNA for recombination and DNA repair. Removing them increases
the number of discrete SPDIR events by orders of magnitude. By contrast,
preliminary data suggest that protein complexes used in chromosomal strand
break repair and recombination, the RecBCD and RecFOR recombinases and the
ComM helicase, have little impact. These results indicate that SPDIR events are
dictated by the cell’s ability to regulate internal ssDNA, which has implications for
the mutational ability of bacteria under conditions where ssDNA becomes
abundant.

EFFECTOR TRANSLOCATION OF THE FISH PATHOGEN
SAPROLEGNIA PARASITICA AND THEIR COMMERCIAL
EXPLOITATION
F Trusch1,2,*, L Loebach1,2, S Wawra1,2, E Durward1,2, A
Wuensch1,2, NA, Iberahim1,2, T Schrader3, P Bayer4, P van
West1,2.
1 Aberdeen Oomycete Laboratory, Institute of Medical
Sciences, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, AB25 2ZD,
Scotland, UK
2 International Centre for Aquaculture Research and
Development (ICARD), University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen,
AB25 2ZD, Scotland, UK
3 Organic Chemistry, University of Duisburg-Essen, Essen,
45117, Germany
4 Structural and Medicinal Biochemistry, Centre for Medical
Biotechnology (ZMB), University of Duisburg-Essen, Essen, 45117, Germany
* present address: Centre for Organelle Research, University of Stavanger, Stavanger, 4021,
Norway
Introduction: Oomycetes are eukaryotic microbes with a significant economic and
environmental impact on cultured as well as natural ecosystems. The animal-pathogenic
oomycete Saprolegnia parasitica causes serious losses in aquaculture by infecting and killing
freshwater fish at the egg as well as adult life stage. S. parasitica employs specific infection
structures from where effector proteins are secreted that translocate into host cells to
overcome host defence mechanisms and manipulate host processes for the pathogen’s
benefit. Despite being crucial for the infection process, little is known about effector proteins
from S. parasitica.
Methods: A broad range of molecular methods was used to provide a comprehensive
translocation model of effector proteins including microscopy, structural modelling/NMR,
inhibitor studies, supramolecular chemistry, translocation studies in vivo as well as infection
assays with the alternative infection model organism Galleria mellonella (moth larvae).
Results: In this study the pathogen-independent translocation of the host targeting protein 3
(SpHtp3) is characterised. The uptake process is initiated by electrostatic membrane-protein
interaction and guided by a gp96-like receptor located in lipid rafts. A C-terminal positively
charged short helix of SpHtp3 (containing the amino acid sequence YKARK) facilitates the
uptake into host cells which can be inhibited by supramolecular compounds comprising the
opposite charge. Following translocation, SpHtp3 is released from vesicles into the cytoplasm
by another host targeting protein (SpHtp1) where it degrades nucleic acids. Preliminary data
suggests that effector proteins being natural cell translocators might be exploited for the
delivery of oral vaccines into fish.
Conclusion: Effector proteins are important for infection and studying their translocation at
molecular level not only increases our general knowledge of infection processes, but also
identifies new potential drug targets and can provide tools to develop more specific disease
control strategies in the future.

MOLECULAR MECHANISMS IN
MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULOSISINFECTED MACROPHAGES
Ragnhild S. R. Sætra1, Marit Bugge1, Anne Marstad1, Trude H.
Flo1
1Centre

of Molecular Inflammation Research, Department of Clinical and
Molecular Medicine, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU), 7491 Trondheim, Norway

Tuberculosis kills around 1,5 million people every year and is among the top ten causes of death
globally. The disease is caused by the pathogen Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). This bacterium
can infect macrophages and cause necrotic cell death, and knowledge about this process on a
molecular level is important for understanding the course of disease. We use fluorescence
microscopy and other methods to unravel the mysteries of the interplay between Mtb and its
host. Our group has previously found that Mtb can cause damage to the host cell plasma
membrane, both from the extracellular side during phagocytosis, and from inside the cell, after
phagosomal escape. This damage can lead to ion fluxes, activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome,
and eventually host cell death. Recently, a protein called NINJ1 was found to be important for lytic
cell death. We are now exploring how this protein might be involved in Mtb infection of
macrophages.

NATURAL HISTORY OF TUBERCULOSIS MORTALITY IN
WESTERN NORWAY DURING 1931-47: NOVEL INSIGHTS FROM
THE AUTOPSY RECORDS
Riaz S 1, Helgeland L 2,3, Sviland L 2,3, Lærum O 2, Hunter R 5,
Mustafa T 1,4
1 Centre for International Health, Department of Global Public
Health and Primary Care, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry,
University of Bergen, Norway
2 Department of Pathology, Gades Institute, Haukeland
University Hospital, Bergen, Norway
3 Department of Clinical Medicine, Faculty of Medicine and
Dentistry, University of Bergen, Norway
4 Department of Thoracic Medicine, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway
5 Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, University of Texas Health Sciences Center at
Houston, Houston, TX 77030, USA.

Introduction and objectives: Nearly 45% of tuberculosis (TB) patients die without proper treatment.
WHO defines TB deaths as the number of TB patients dying during treatment. This does not take into
consideration if the actual cause of death was TB or other non-TB co-morbid conditions. Pulmonary
TB is responsible for disease transmission and constitutes the major disease burden. There is a lack of
information on mortality attributable only to pulmonary TB. Knowledge about the actual underlying
cause of death among TB patients is important for patient management and development of
effective interventions. The study aimed to correlate epidemiological data and autopsy data to
determine the cause of death in TB patients.
Methods: Epidemiological data for the study period 1931 to 1947 for Norway and its counties
Hordaland and Bergen was collected from the Norwegian Official Statistics. Autopsy records were
collected from the Gades Institute at the Department of Pathology, Haukeland Hospital. Autopsy
records from 1931 until 1947 were searched for TB cases. 269 cases with formalin-fixed paraffinembedded blocks available were selected for the study.
Results: Epidemiological data from the study period showed pulmonary TB as the main cause of
death among TB patients accounting for 82% of all TB deaths. While in autopsy records despite
pulmonary involvement was present in 86% cases, the majority did not die because of pulmonary TB.
Among all deaths due to TB only 22% died because of active pulmonary TB. Extrapulmonary
involvement was significantly (p=0.00) associated with higher mortality constituting 78 % of TB
deaths suggesting extrapulmonary involvement in TB patients was a strong predictor for mortality.
Conclusion: Mortality in TB is associated with dissemination of TB to extrapulmonary organs.
Extrapulmonary TB largely remains underdiagnosed in epidemiological data and as a result
extrapulmonary involvement of TB contributing to TB mortality is underestimated.

RESISTOXPLORER: A WEB-BASED TOOL
FOR
VISUAL,
STATISTICAL
AND
EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS OF RESISTOME
DATA

Achal Dhariwal1, Roger Junges1, Tsute Chen2,3, Fernanda Cristina
Petersen1

1

Institute of Oral Biology, Faculty of Dentistry, University of Oslo, Oslo,
Norway
2

Department of Microbiology, The Forsyth Institute, Cambridge, MA, USA

3

Department of Oral Medicine, Infection, and Immunology, Harvard School of Dental Medicine, Boston, MA,
USA

Abstract
Introduction & Objectives: The study of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) using whole metagenomic
sequencing enables high-throughput identification of resistance genes in complex microbial
communities, such as the human microbiome. However, currently, there are no easy-to-use tools for
visual, statistical and functional analysis of resistome data. Additionally, analysis and exploration of
such data is costly and complex, requiring robust computational resources and technical expertise, which
creates a significant hurdle for advancements in the field. Here we present ResistoXplorer, the first
comprehensive tool suite for exploratory downstream analysis of resistome data generated from AMR
metagenomics studies.
Methods: ResistoXplorer is a web-based tool implemented based on Java, R and JavaScript
programming languages. The web framework was developed based on the Java Server Faces
technology. The interactive networks and visualizations were implemented based on the JavaScript
libraries. The backend statistical computation was implemented using R scripts and packages.
Results: ResistoXplorer integrates recent advancements in statistics and visualization, coupled with
extensive functional annotations and phenotype collection, to enable high-throughput analysis of
common outputs generated from resistome studies. It offers various standard and advanced methods for
functional profiling, comparative analysis and visualizing the composition of resistome data. In addition,
it also supports integrative association analysis of resistome and microbiome abundance profiles derived
from metagenomic samples, while also enabling users to explore the associations between antimicrobial
resistance genes and microbial hosts using network visual analytics to gain biological insights.
ResistoXplorer is publicly available at http://www.resistoxplorer.no.
Conclusion: Current resistome studies and data analyses are exploratory. We have developed a userfriendly tool that assists researchers and clinicians to easily explore and analyze their datasets using
various approaches, in real-time and through interactive visualization, thus facilitating data
understanding and hypothesis generation. Such development greatly facilitates the advancement of the
study of AMR in human, animal and environmental research.

INTERNATIONAL LINKS BETWEEN STREPTOCOCCUS
PNEUMONIAE VACCINE SEROTYPE 4 SEQUENCE TYPE
(ST) 801 IN NORTHERN EUROPEAN SHIPYARD
OUTBREAKS OF INVASIVE PNEUMOCOCCAL DISEASE
R.A. Gladstone1,2, L. Siira3, O.B. Brynildsrud4, D.F. Vestrheim4,
P. Turner5,6, S.C. Clarke7,8,9,10,11, S. Srifuengfung12, R. Ford13,
D. Lehmann14, E. Egorova15, E. Voropaeva15, G. Haraldsson16,
K.G. Kristinsson16, The Global Pneumococcal Sequencing
Consortium, L. McGee17, R.F. Breiman18,19, S.D. Bentley2, C.L.
Sheppard20, N. K. Fry20,21, J. Corander1,2, M Toropainen3, A.
Steens4
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Background: Pneumococcal disease outbreaks of vaccine preventable serotype 4 sequence
type (ST)801 in shipyards have been reported in several countries. We aimed to use genomics
to establish any international links between them.
Methods: Sequence data from ST801-related outbreak isolates from Norway (n=17), Finland
(n=11) and Northern Ireland (n=2) were combined with invasive pneumococcal disease
surveillance from the respective countries, and ST801-related genomes from an international
collection (n=41 of >40,000), totalling 106 genomes. Raw data were mapped and
recombination excluded before phylogenetic dating.
Results: Outbreak isolates were relatively diverse, with up to 100 SNPs (single nucleotide
polymorphisms) and a common ancestor estimated around the year 2000. However, 19
Norwegian and Finnish isolates were nearly indistinguishable (0-2 SNPs) with the common
ancestor dated around 2017.
Conclusion: The total diversity of ST801 within the outbreaks could not be explained by recent
transmission alone, suggesting that harsh environmental and associated living conditions
reported in the shipyards may facilitate invasion of colonising pneumococci. However, near
identical strains in the Norwegian and Finnish outbreaks does suggest that transmission
between international shipyards also contributed to those outbreaks. This indicates the need
for improved preventative measures in this working population including pneumococcal
vaccination.

EXPLORING DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED GENES OF
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS COLONIZING HUMAN
TONSILLAR CELLS USING RNA-SEQUENCING
S Bastakoti1, C Ajayi1, M Johannessen1, A-M Hanssen1
1Department

of Medical Biology, Host Microbe Interaction (HMI) research group,
UiT – The Arctic University of Norway

srijana.bastakoti@uit.no

Colonization of the body is an important step in Staphylococcus aureus infection in humans. The nose
and the throat are the most predominant colonizing sites of S. aureus, and colonization is a risk factor
for infection. Nasal colonization is well described; however, we have limited knowledge about S. aureus
throat colonization when exposed to human tonsil epithelial cells at different time points of
interaction.
The main objective of this project was to explore differentially expressed genes in S. aureus exposed
to human tonsillar cells. We established an in-vitro tonsillar model, and used RNA sequencing (RNAseq) to identify the differentially expressed genes of the throat strain S. aureus (TR145) when exposed
to human tonsil epithelial cells (test sample) compared with control samples (S. aureus without host
cell).The two different time points (1hr and 3hr) were selected for the in-vitro experiment.
Three biological replicates of adhered S. aureus TR145 and control samples were processed for RNAseq and the retrieved RNA-seq data are to be analyzed to identify the differentially expressed genes.
At the moment, we are designing an RNA-seq data analysis pipeline for exploring the bacterial
transcriptome. Preliminary results showed more than 65% of RNA reads were uniquely mapped with
its reference genome in both test and control samples after 3hr of exposure.
Further downstream analysis of the observed gene read counts, can reveal putative genes associated
with S. aureus colonization of tonsillar cells, which can provide a foundation for improved preventive
and therapeutic strategies against S. aureus infections.

APPARENT NOSOCOMIAL ADAPTATION OF
ENTEROCOCCUS FAECALIS PREDATES THE MODERN
HOSPITAL ERA
Pöntinen AK1, Top J2, Arredondo-Alonso S1,2, Tonkin-Hill G3,
Freitas AR4, Novais C4, Gladstone RA1, Pesonen M5, Meneses R2,
Pesonen H1, Lees JA6, Jamrozy D3, Bentley SD3, Lanza VF7,
Torres C8, Peixe L4, Coque TM9,10, Parkhill J11,12, Schürch AC2,
Willems RJL2, Corander J1,3,13
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Abstract
Enterococcus faecalis is a commensal and nosocomial pathogen, also ubiquitous in animals and
insects, and thus represents one of classical generalist micro-organisms that have attracted
considerable interest in studies of microbial ecology and evolution. Using a novel combination
of both short- and long-read sequencing techniques, we investigated over 2000 E. faecalis
isolates ranging from the pre-antibiotic era in 1936 up to 2018 and covering a large collection
of host species from animals to healthy humans and hospitalised patients. By molecular dating,
we identified multiple extant hospital-associated lineages, with the last common ancestors
dating back as far as the 19th century. We also found early emergence and dissemination of
antimicrobial resistance traits in E. faecalis population, highly prevalent also in isolates from
non-hospital settings and of non-human origin. The apparent hospital adaptations therefore
likely predate the ‘modern hospital’ era, indicating selection in another niche, and underlining
the generalist nature of this nosocomial pathogen. Furthermore, we observed a metabolic
flexibility despite a small genome size, and a stable large core genome in contrast to previous
reports of significantly expanding genome size generally found in health care -associated
pathogens. In summary, the powerful combination of sequencing technologies applied to an
ecologically, geographically and temporally extensive sample collection allowed us to paint a
detailed portrait of the evolution of a major pathogen population.

KLEBSIELLA PNEUMONIAE FROM HEALTHY
ANIMALS A POTENTIAL RESERVOIR FOR VIRULENCE
DETERMINANTS
H. Kaspersen1, F. Franklin-Alming1, A. M. Urdahl1, M. Sunde1
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Introduction
Klebsiella pneumoniae (Kpn) is an opportunistic pathogen that is well characterized with regard to
human infections. However, little is known about Kpn occurrence in healthy animals, and whether
animals can be a potential reservoir. The aim of this study was to determine the occurrence of Kpn in
various healthy animal species, and characterize the detected isolates with regards to virulence and
antimicrobial resistance (AMR), and compare to well-known human clones that cause disease, and
describe their population structure.
Methods
Broiler and turkey flocks, pigs, and dogs were sampled and screened for the presence of Kpn. One
Kpn isolate per sample were whole genome sequenced and assembled, followed by species
detection, MLST, and detection of virulence and AMR determinants. Finally, a phylogenetic analysis,
including representative Kpn genomes that have previously been identified as cause of human
disease, was conducted.
Results
The overall occurrence of Kpn was 30%. Turkey flocks had the highest occurrence at 69%, followed by
pigs at 49%, broiler flocks at 25%, and wild boars at 21%. Of the 480 detected isolates, 95.4% were
classified as Kpn sensu stricto. A low occurrence of AMR determinants was detected (13%). Virulence
determinants were detected in 35.2% of the isolates. The most prominent virulence determinant was
aerobactin (25.2%). Compared to data from a human carriage study in Norway, a higher occurrence
of virulence determinants was detected among healthy animals. Phylogenetic analysis revealed a
diverse set of isolates, with a relatively large SNP distance to the representative human isolates.
Conclusion
Overall, a diverse set of Kpn isolates were detected, with few AMR determinants present, although
with a relatively large proportion of Kpn carrying virulence determinants. This indicates that healthy
animals may act as a reservoir for these virulence determinants. Lastly, the data indicate limited
overlap of strains from human and animal populations.

A NOVEL STAPHYLOCOCCAL MORPHOLOGY
DETERMINANT
Myrbråten, I. S.1, Stamsås, G.A.1, Morales-Angeles, D. 1,
Straume, D.1, and Kjos, M1
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With the evolvement of antibiotic resistant Staphylococcus aureus strains, it is important to find
and characterize essential processes which can act as potential antimicrobial targets for
combating staphylococcal infections. From a subcellular localization- and gene knockdown
screen of essential, hypothetical genes in S. aureus, we identified a conserved and
uncharacterized protein which localized to the division septum. CRISPR interference was used
to knock down gene expression, and scanning- and transmission electron microscopy revealed
that SmdA depletion led to irregularly shaped cells due to abnormal cell splitting and septum
formation, implying a role in cell division. The protein, named staphylococcal morphology
determinant A (SmdA), was also shown to affect susceptibility to beta-lactams and other cell
wall targeting antibiotics. Pulldown and bacterial two-hybrid interaction assays showed that
SmdA interacts with several known cell division proteins, including penicillin binding protein
3 (PBP3). Moreover, by mutagenesis and overexpression we identified residues and a domain
in SmdA which is critical for its function. Together we demonstrate that S. aureus is dependent
on balanced amounts of membrane-attached SmdA in order to carry out proper cell division,
and its absence have pleiotropic effects on morphology, cell division, cell wall homeostasis and
stress-responses. We hypothesize that SmdA have a regulatory role in coordination of cell wall
synthesis and/or in peptidoglycan turnover as part of a chaperone complex or as a scaffolding
protein.

SURVIVAL OF ESC-RESISTANT E. COLI IN AN IN
VITRO DIGESTION MODEL
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Introduction and objectives: Third and fourth generation cephalosporins are considered
critically important antimicrobials by the WHO, and cephalosporin resistant bacteria have been
detected on retail chicken meat. Exposure of resistant bacteria may result in consumers
becoming carriers of resistant strains of E. coli, which in turn may lead to failure of treatment
and increased mortality, or increased spread of AMR. The survival of extended-spectrum
cephalosporin (ESC)-resistant E. coli through the oral route has not yet been quantified and
questions regarding fitness costs and possible alteration during the digestion process remains
unanswered. We hypothesize that ESC-resistant E. coli from poultry are able to survive
digestion and thereby can cause infections and/or spread their respective resistance traits within
the gastrointestinal tract.
Methods: The current study is using a static in vitro digestion model to investigate the survival
of 31 ESC-resistant E. coli isolates collected from retail chicken meat through NORM-VET.
Colonizing characteristics and conjugational abilities will be investigated directly during and
after digestion. In addition, qPCR will be performed to study the expression of genes involved
in the process of colonization and conjugation. Whole genome data from all isolates will be
screened through a custom-made virulence database of over 800 genes for virulence- and
colonizing factors in addition to evaluation of AMR-genes.
Results: Preliminary results indicate that all the selected isolates are able to survive in vitro
digestion. Most of the isolates (26/31) were able to spread their plasmid to E. coli DH5-α by
conjugation during the first conjugation experiment performed. Comparison of sequence data
with a common E. coli K12 isolate suggest that all isolates harbor numerous genes providing
benefits regarding survival and colonization.
Conclusion: Altogether these results will provide information regarding the colonizing ability,
pathogenic potential, and degree of spread of AMR-genes from ESC-resistant E. coli from
poultry.

THE SEARCH FOR CYTOTIXIC DRUGS DRIVING THE
EVOLUTION OF ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE
J. S. Guðmundsdóttir1, E. G. A. Fredheim1, Ø. Samuelsen1, 2,
P. J. Johnsen1

Introduction and objectives:
Many chemotherapeutic agents used in cancer treatment confer antibacterial effects, but
how bacterial populations respond to selective and co-selective pressures exerted by
individual cytotoxic drugs and the implications for antimicrobial resistance (AMR) evolution,
has remained unknown. We have previously shown that the widely used cytotoxic drug
methotrexate selects and co-selects for multidrug resistance in Escherichia coli. In this study
we follow up on that and aim to address the magnitude of the effect of cytotoxic drugs on
AMR evolution.
Methods:
Ten different pairs of fluorescently tagged E. coli MG1655 ΔtolC were constructed, each
expressing a different AMR gene. The different strains were competed against a susceptible
strain with a different fluorescent marker over 30 generations of growth, without any
selection pressure as well as in the presence of one of 73 cytotoxic drugs. Fluorescence
intensity was measured and possible hits identified in the drug cultures where resistance
conferred growth advantages.
Results:
So far 4/10 resistance genes tested (catA1, dfrA1, qnrS1 and tetA) have been screened against
the drug library. For all four genes potential hits have been identified, with more than 16 hits
being identified as strong/very promising. Those include the cytotoxic drug methotrexate and
the AMR gene dfrA1 (folic acid synthesis), daunorubicin and qnrS1 (DNA synthesis) as well as
raloxifene and tetA (efflux of lipophilic molecules).
Conclusions:
Preliminary screening results clearly indicate that different cytotoxic drugs have a potentially
major role in AMR evolution. Ongoing work includes screening of the remaining six genes and
verification of screening hits.
___________________________________
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Introduction
The antimicrobial peptide EeCentrocin 1, isolated from the marine sea urchin Echinus esculentus,
consists of a hetero‐dimeric structure with a heavy chain (HC) essential for antimicrobial activity. In a
recent study the EeCentrocin 1 HC was successfully truncated and modified, resulting in the highly
potent peptide P6. The aim of the present study was to systematically modify the properties of the
peptide P6, and to explore how these modifications affect bioactivity and tryptic stability of the
synthesized analogues.
Methods
All peptides were synthesized using Fmoc-based solid phase peptide synthesis. Head-to-tail cyclization
by pseudo-dilution method was successfully employed for the synthesis of the cyclic analogues. All
peptides were screened for antimicrobial activity against selected panel of both Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria. Degradation experiments with trypsin were performed to investigate
proteolytic stability of the synthesized peptides.
Results
All peptides exhibited good potency against Gram-positive bacteria (MIC 0.8µM – 1.7 µM), except
against S. aureus. The highest activity against E. coli was observed for the cyclic analogue of the peptide
P6 (MIC 1.9 µM). The replacement of alanine with either lysine or arginine, followed by the insertion
of tryptophan in place of threonine, increased the activity against S. aureus compared to that of the
peptide P6 (MIC from 29 µM to 1.6 µM). The linear analogues were rapidly degraded by trypsin.
Acylation did not affect the rate of tryptic degradation, whereas cyclization seemed to improve
proteolytic stability compared to that of the linear analogues.
Conclusion
In the present study we have synthesized nine analogues of the highly potent peptide P6. Our results
indicate that the effects of cyclization are greatly influenced by the linear sequence of the peptides.
The decreased potency of the acylated analogues observed in this study is most likely due to their high
hydrophobicity. Cyclization may serve as an effective vehicle for increasing proteolytic stability of
peptides.

ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY AND MODE OF
ACTION STUDY OF SHORT ANALOGUES OF
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Background: Development of new antibiotics is influenced by the unique and diverse group of bioactive
metabolites produced by a variety of species. It is however a great advantage to study compounds that
have known scaffolds and pharmacokinetic profiles and to develop those as new antibiotics. We have
synthesised and investigated the biological activity of the short analogues of the marine antimicrobial
peptide Turgencin A from the colonial ascidian Synoicum turgens and focusing on a 12-residue CysCys loop region.
Methods: We have screened the activity spectrum of cyclic amphipathic peptidomimetics against a panel
of reference Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial strains including isolates for biofilm production
following standard minimum inhibitory concentration assay (MIC). In order to investigate their mode
of action we monitored the kinetics of membrane disruption and bacterial viability by measuring both
fluorescence and luminescence based assay in E. coli and B. subtilis biosensor strains.
Results: Among all synthetic Turgencin A lipopeptide analogues, the most promising candidates
regarding both antimicrobial and membranolytic activity were C12-cTurg-1 and C8-cTurg-2. These
optimized lipopeptides displayed minimum inhibitory concentrations of 4 μg/mL against
Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. The overall highest antimicrobial potency and membrane
activity was achieved by introducing dodecanoic acid to a cyclic Turgencin A analogue with low
intrinsic hydrophobicity, or by introducing octanoic acid to a cyclic analogue displaying a higher
intrinsic hydrophobicity. Membrane integrity and viability assay results shows that there is a rapid and
dose dependent effect on both gram-positive and gram-negative biosensor strains.
Conclusion: Our results suggest that there may be a threshold with regard to lipophilicity and that its
further increase may have an unfavourable effect on the peptide antimicrobial activity as well as their
action on bacterial membrane. In some cases it can even abrogate the activity entirely or show ratelimiting effect on the membrane.

THIOPEPTIDE mycobacterial P1 SHOWS SYNERGY WITH
RIFAMPICIN AGAINST MRSA IN MURINE SKIN
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Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is a major cause of skin and soft tissue infections
in humans. We identified a strain of Staphylococcus equorum producing a substance with high
antimicrobial activity against many Gram-positive bacteria. By mass spectrometry and whole genome
sequencing the antimicrobial substance was identified as the thiopeptide bacteriocin micrococcin P1
(MP1). Based on its properties we developed a simple one-step purification protocol resulting in high
yield (15 mg/L) and high purity (98%) of MP1. To overcome bacterial resistance development to MP1
we did a synergy study, testing combinations of MP1 with other antimicrobials against different S.
aureus strains. MP1 showed antimicrobial synergy with chloramphenicol, tetracycline, penicillin G,
fusidic acid and especially rifampicin in vitro. To assess the therapeutic potential of the MP1-rifampicin
combination, we used a murine skin infection model based on the use of the multidrug-resistant
luciferase-tagged MRSA strain Xen31 (Perkin Elmer). As expected, neither of the single antimicrobials
(MP1 or rifampicin) could eradicate Xen31 biofilms from the wounds. By contrary, the MP1-rifampicin
combination was efficient not only to eradicate but also to prevent the recurrence of Xen31 infection.
Furthermore, MP1-rifampicin combination was more effective than fucidin cream (Leo Pharma), which
is commonly used in skin infection treatments. Our results show that combining MP1, and probably
other thiopeptides, with antibiotics can be a promising strategy to treat skin and soft tissue infections
caused by MRSA and likely many other Gram-positive bacteria.
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Introduction: Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) is one of the deadliest pathogens globally
while the environmental Mycobacterium avium subsp. hominissuis (MAH) is increasingly
causing pulmonary disease in immunocompromised individuals. There is a dire need to
discover new therapeutic targets since current antibiotic treatment is hampered with difficulties.
However, the mycobacteria are rigid pathogens relying on virulence factors and resistance
mechanisms to protect themselves from the environment. Previously, we have identified and
validated a novel mycobacterial virulence gene named Mfs1 which is predicted to encode a type
of transmembrane protein implicated in both virulence and antimicrobial resistance in several
other bacterial species. Through our research we aim to investigate if Mfs1 holds potential as a
multifunctional target for future mycobacterial drug discovery by altering mycobacterial
virulence and drug sensitivity.
Methods: We have used mouse model infections with a clinical strain of MAH to investigate
Mfs1 mediated virulence, and in vitro growth experiments to assess how Mfs1 affects
mycobacterial drug sensitivity.
Results: Our mouse model infections with MAH showed attenuated growth in Mfs1 knock-out
mutant (KO) compared to wild type (wt) and complemented (compl.) strains, thus validating
Mfs1 as a novel virulence gene in MAH. Our in vitro growth experiments with anti-tuberculosis
drugs ethambutol and rifampicin showed attenuated growth of Mfs1 KO compared to wt and
compl. strains, thus indicating Mfs1 as necessary for MAH tolerance against certain antibiotics.
Conclusion: We have identified and validated Mfs1 as a novel mycobacterial virulence gene in
MAH. Furthermore, in addition to promote virulence, absence of Mfs1 seemingly renders
mycobacteria more sensitive to existing antibiotics. Targeting Mfs1 may therefore both
sensitize mycobacteria to existing drugs and weaken it by disarming virulence, both attractive
novel strategies for antimicrobial drug development. However, more research is required
including validating the phenotype in Mtb and unraveling Mfs1 mechanism of action.
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The occurrence and variety of environmental microplastic is set to increase in the future, hence also
the human exposure to and consumption of microplastics. Microplastics can harbor bacterial
communities on their surface to form biofilms, which in theory could provide a protective vehicle for
pathogenic viruses. Currently, knowledge on the possible association between microplastic-attached
biofilms (plastispheres) and pathogenic viruses’ infectivity is lacking, although such knowledge is
important for public health.
Here, we investigate if the infectivity of the pathogenic viruses norovirus, adenovirus and hepatitis Avirus is increased or decreased, or not affected by being embedded in a microplastic-attached
plastisphere during passage through the in vitro gastrointestinal model INFOGEST. INFOGEST is a
standardized in vitro digestion system, from which virus survival and infectivity will be assessed after
each digestive step, using the PMAxxTM RT-qPCR. The PMAxxTM RT-qPCR analysis indicates the number
of viruses who have lost their infectivity by inhibiting amplification of dead RNA/DNA. Norovirus,
adenovirus, and hepatitis A-virus are more resilient than enveloped viruses like coronavirus and
influenza virus. Un less these viruses are protected, they will lose their infectivity through the in vitro
model, and since they can infect intestinal cells, we will culture coronavirus in cell line to evaluate its
infectivity.
We hypothesize that viruses’ ability to become a part of plastispheres increases their survival through
the in vitro model.

MICROBIAL EUKARYOTES IN THE GUT MICROBIOME OF IBD
PATIENTS
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Body of the abstract
Background
Microbial profiling studies have indicated clear links between inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs) and
dysbiotic microbiota of the gut, highlighted by a general decrease in strict anaerobic bacteria and a
shift towards facultative anaerobes.
As gut-colonising bacteria took the focus of microbiome analyses from the start of the research field,
very little information exists about the presence and role of microbial eukaryotes in the human gut.
Protists like Giardia and Blastocystis have long been discovered in human stool samples, are often
dismissed as parasitic infections, and treated with broad-spectrum antimicrobials (e.g. metronidazole).
Emerging data suggests, however, a possible commensal or even beneficial role of intestinal
eukaryotes, possibly mediated by synthesis of short-chain fatty acids. It is not yet clear whether the
gut microbial eukaryome is related to clinical outcomes such as disease progression, intestinal
inflammation, treatment response and quality of life in patients with IBD.
The aim
To profile the IBD patients’ intestinal microbial (bacterial + protist) population to then link it back to
parameters of disease progression. This project is part of a collaboration initiative between the
University of Stavanger (UiS) and Stavanger University Hospital (SUS). All patients >16yo newly
diagnosed with IBD at SUS are eligible to join the study with a signed informed consent. Stool samples
are collected at diagnosis (V0) and at regular intervals thereafter (up to 5 years) and routinely stored
in the Gastroenterological biobank at SUS. Appropriate positive controls are also included in the study.
Microbial profiling of DNA extracted from patient material will be performed at UiS via whole gene 16S
and 18S long-read sequencing (MinION, ONT Technologies).
Meta-analyses will then be linked to the clinicopathological information and outcomes stored with
each biobank entry.
This will allow correlative analyses of disease and intestinal microbiome, and further inform on the
role of microbial eukaryotes in IBD.
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The plastic debris in the oceans and the environment is a big concern in the debate regarding animal
welfare and pollution. In recent years there has been a rising concern regarding microplastics in the
environment, but there is still much we do not know regarding their role as a vector for pathogens.
We hypothesize that food- and waterborne pathogens like Aeromonas hydrophila, Campylobacter
jejuni and Escherichia coli can use microplastics and their associated biofilms to further increase their
survival through the digestion tract and result in higher virulence of the bacteria. By using an
internationally standardized in vitro digestion model and microplastics coated with the
aforementioned bacteria, will we investigate if the plastispheres increase survival through the oral,
gastric, and intestinal phase of the digestion. Afterward we will use a flow chip model to investigate if
the adhesion and uptake of the bacteria increases while they are a part of the plastispheres. Both
monocultures and mixed culture of bacteria will be used regarding biofilm creation. Analytical methods
such as PCR and traditional culturing will be used to check for survival and virulence after exposure in
the models. These results will altogether provide information on how microplastics and bacteria will
affect each other during the digestion and if they increase the potential risk regarding infections
through plastic-polluted water.
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THE GLOBAL CHALLENGE OF DENTAL EDUCATION ON ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCEA QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW STUDY

Background: Dentists are responsible for ~10% of antibiotic prescriptions given in primary care
globally. More importantly, recent studies indicate that practices of prescription among the dental
profession can be vastly improved.

Objective: This study will focus on dental education and we will investigate the perceptions and
knowledge of dental educators regarding AMR and prescription practices.

Methods: The method we will employ is based on qualitative research where we are going to perform
in-depth interviews to gather the educators’ perceptions and opinions regarding antimicrobial
resistance and prescription practices. The first step we are working with is to conduct a literature
review to find out what studies have been done, and which questions should be prioritized.
Furthermore, we are going to conduct data collection by performing in-depth interviews with dental
educators. The data will be used in our analysis, which can give us new concepts and new findings into
the problematic. It should be noted that our aim is not to confirm or reject a hypothesis, but rather
explore the topic to give us a better understanding.

Results/conclusion: I have just started with the project and therefore don’t have any results or
conclusion to show yet.
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Abstract
Bovine mastitis infection in dairy cattle is a significant economic burden for the dairy industry globally. To
reduce the use of antibiotics in treatment of clinical mastitis, new alternative treatment options are
needed. Antimicrobial peptides from bacteria, also known as bacteriocins, are potential alternatives for
combating mastitis pathogens. In search of novel bacteriocins against mastitis pathogens, we screened
samples of Norwegian bovine raw milk, and found a Streptococcus uberis strain with potent antimicrobial
activity towards Enterococcus, Streptococcus, Listeria and Lactococcus. Whole-genome sequencing of the
strain revealed a multi-bacteriocin gene cluster encoding one class IIb bacteriocin, two class IId
bacteriocins in addition to a three-component regulatory system and a dedicated ABC-transporter.
Isolation and purification of the antimicrobial activity from culture supernatants resulted in the detection
of a 6.3 kDa mass peak by MALDI TOF mass spectrometry, a mass corresponding to the predicted size of
one of the class IId bacteriocins. The identification of this bacteriocin, called ubericin K, was further
confirmed by in vitro protein synthesis, which showed the same inhibitory spectrum as the purified
antimicrobial compound. Ubericin K shows highest sequence similarity to the class IId bacteriocins bovicin
255, lactococcin A and garvieacin Q. We found that ubericin K employs the sugar transporter mannosePTS as a target receptor. Further, by using the pHlourin sensor system to detect intracellular pH changes
due to leakage across the membrane, ubericin K was shown to be a pore-former, killing target cells by
membrane disruption.
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Antibiotic resistance can occur due to spontaneous mutations or through transfer of genetic material
containing resistance genes between bacteria. This well-known, acquired genetic resistance enables
the resistant bacteria to grow in the presence of antibiotics, and the resistance is inherited to the next
generation. However, another, less studied threat is also present. This is the so-called persistent
bacteria, a term introduced shortly after the introduction of penicillin. Persistent bacteria are
phenotypic variants of the susceptible bacteria, which are tolerant to antibiotics due to dormancy.
However, the persister phenotype is transient, and the bacteria start to grow again when the antibiotic
pressure is removed.
Even though the presence of persisters has been known for several decades, the exact mechanism for
persister formation is not known. Some researchers claim that it is purely stochastic, while others
claim that they are formed by a deterministic mechanism. The field of persister research is filled with
inconsistencies about the mechanisms, and care must therefore be taken in designing experiments on
persister cells, in order to increase the reproducibility of the results.
In my research I have investigated how the presence of nitrogen in media during antibiotic treatment
influence the survival. I have also investigated the immediate metabolic responses to changes in
nitrogen content in media.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR MULTI-OMICS ANALYSIS OF
BACTERIAL RESPONSES TO ANTIBIOTICS
O. E. T. Bergum, A. H. Singleton. ‚
Poster presentation with A. H. Singleton.

The stress induced SOS response contributes to development of antibiotic resistance through
increased translesion synthesis. Ciprofloxacin triggers SOS response through DNA damage. Professor
Otterlei’s group designed the antibacterial and antimutagenic betatide which targets replication and
translesion synthesis by interacting with β-clamp. The bacterial response to ciprofloxacin and betatide
alone and in combination will be studied using a multi-omics approach. Hopefully, the multi-omics
datasets will reveal molecular insights into SOS response, as the SOS response is lacking research on
its regulation and interaction with other networks. So far, we have aimed to determine antibiotic
concentrations for the experimental set-up which induces SOS response for ciprofloxacin while
depresses mutagenesis for betatide.
E. coli was grown in bioreactors with ciprofloxacin and betatide alone and in combination.
Concentrations of ciprofloxacin and betatide were determined using MIC, Rif assay, microscopy, and
live/dead staining. Samples for transcriptomics, metabolomics and proteomics were taken directly
before addition of antibiotics at timepoints 1, 10, 25, 50, 75, 120 and 180 min after treatment.
Transcriptomics will be run on RNA-seq, while metabolomics and proteomics samples will be run on
tandem mass spectrometry coupled to capillary ion chromatography and orbitrap liquid
chromatography, respectively.
The concentrations used in bioreactor were 12 ng/mL ciprofloxacin (3/4 MIC) and 1 uM betatide (1/3
MIC). Live/Dead staining revealed 5-8% dead cells for control and single antibiotic treatments and 17%
for combination, which is low enough to ensure omics data represents living cells and not the death
process. SOS response is induced using 12 ng/mL ciprofloxacin, seen from formation of SOS dependent
filaments and a 4-times higher rifR frequency compared to control. Betatide depresses mutagenesis at
1 uM by reducing the RifR frequency from 4-times with ciprofloxacin to 2-times with combination
treatment.

ENDOSPORE APPENDAGES: THEIR POTENTIAL ROLE
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Bacillus cereus is a particular problem for the food industry as its endospores survive decontamination
procedures and subsequently revive in food products causing food spoilage or food borne diseases.
Its endospores are decorated with multiple micrometers long endospore appendages (Enas). The Enas
isolated from B. cereus has two distinct morphologies, the larger and more abundant “StaggeredType” (S-type) appendages, and the thinner “Ladder-Type” (L-type) appendages. Little is known about
the function of the Enas. However, appendages in other Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria
are involved in binding to organic and inorganic surfaces. It is therefore hypothesized that the
appendages of the B. cereus spore serve a similar function.
The role of the Enas in binding to inorganic surfaces and initiation of biofilm formation was
investigated by comparing binding of wildtype- and Ena knock-out mutant spores lacking S-, L-type or
both types of appendages, to plastics, glass, and stainless steel. The binding of B. cereus isolates from
Norwegian dairy plants was also investigated. The attachment was studied using static and fluid flow
systems and monitored by microscopy, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays, and cultivation.
Preliminary data suggests that under static conditions, the wildtype binds more efficiently to
all surfaces than the appendage-depleted mutants. More investigations are, however, necessary to
draw a conclusion.
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DNA damage, often caused by antibiotics, induces the bacterial SOS response. The SOS
response is a global response that leads to the expression of several genes, including DNA repair
genes and cell division inhibitors. If extensive DNA damage occurs, levels of TLS polymerases
increase. Consequently, extensive mutagenesis may lead to antibiotic resistance development.
Our goal is to better understand the timing and levels of regulation of the SOS response using a
multi-omics approach. However, before this can be accomplished, our goal was to determine the
antibiotic concentrations and experimental setup for the study.
MIC assays using E. coli MG1655 were used to determine the highest possible ciprofloxacin
and Betatide concentrations for the study. After we established the MIC, a checkerboard assay
was used to determine additive or synergistic effects between Betatide and ciprofloxacin. Next,
we used the rifampicin resistance (RifR) assay to verify SOS induction in the bacteria with different
ciprofloxacin concentrations. After choosing the Betatide and ciprofloxacin concentrations, we
conducted a growth curve experiment in bioreactors to assure proper growth with treatment,
individually and in combination. In addition, we conducted a live/dead assay with and without
treatment to check the ratio of dead bacterial cells in the cultures.
Betatide and ciprofloxacin had a MIC of 3 µM and 16 ng/mL, respectively. An additive effect
was seen when the two were combined. The final concentrations to be used in the bioreactors
were determined to be 12 ng/ml ciprofloxacin and 1 µM Betatide. These concentrations yielded
only 5-8% dead cells and when combined yielded only 17 % dead cells, an acceptable level. In
conclusion, the chosen concentrations of ciprofloxacin and Betatide yielded a successful
bioreactor experiment with enough biomass for sampling and an induced SOS response, and thus,
a good foundation for further omics analyses.
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
Staphylococci can be difficult to genetically modify due to their ability to recognise and destroy
incoming DNA. In order to study how specific genes affect the phenotype, it is important to be able to
modify many different strains and not be limited to “tame” lab strains. This means understanding the
mechanisms used to recognise and destroy incoming DNA, such as restriction modification (RM)
systems, and overcoming them. RM systems methylate a bacterium’s own DNA according to specific
patterns and destroy DNA that differs in methylation pattern. We have developed a molecular toolbox
for genetic manipulation of Staphylococcus haemolyticus, allowing us to side-step the RM systems and
manipulate our collection of clinical isolates.
METHODS
We sequenced ten S. haemolyticus strains using PacBio Single Molecule, Real-Time (SMRT) Sequencing.
This generated closed genomes and provided base modification data that revealed the methylation
patterns present in each strain. The genomes were assessed using REBASE (Restriction Enzyme
Database) to determine the RM systems responsible for each methylation motif.
RESULTS
Plasmids were then modified to remove these motifs using synthesised and re-assembled DNA
fragments (Syngenic approach). We also created an E. coli vector capable of mimicking the most
common motif (Mimicry approach) by inserting a selected S. haemolyticus methyltransferase gene into
its genome. This vector was used to passage plasmids through, prior to their transformation into S.
haemolyticus. We developed a reliable method for preparation of S.haemolyticus competent cells and
their subsequent transformation.
CONCLUSION
By developing tools that modify plasmids by either removing or mimicking the methylation patterns
for specific S. haemolyticus strains, we developed a reliable transformation method and greatly
improved transformation efficiency. We are currently using these tools to knockout genes in clinical S.
haemolyticus isolates. These tools could be adapted to other hard-to-transform bacteria.

VACCINATION WITH THE COMMENSAL STREPTOCOCCUS
MITIS EXPRESSING PNEUMOCOCCAL SEROTYPE 5
CAPSULE CONFERS PROTECTIVE IMMUNITY TO
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Introduction and objectives: Recent studies have identified a clinical isolate of the
commensal Streptococcus mitis that expresses Streptococcus pneumoniae serotype 5
capsule (S. mitis serotype 5) and shows serospecificity toward pneumococcal serotype 5.
However, it remains unknown whether S. mitis serotype 5 induces serotype-specific protection
against pneumococcal infection. Therefore, the main objective of our study was to evaluate
the ability of S. mitis serotype 5 to protect against infection with pneumococcal serotype 5,
and to examine the associated immune responses.
Methods: We evaluated the antipneumococcal protective immunity using a mouse model of
intranasal immunization with S. mitis serotype 5 followed by pneumococcal lung infection.
Results: Upon challenge infection with S. pneumoniae serotype 5, mice intranasally
immunized with S. mitis serotype 5 exhibited reduced pneumococcal loads in the lungs, nasal
wash, and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid compared with those receiving PBS (control). The
immunized mice displayed significantly higher levels of IgG and IgA antibodies reactive to S.
mitis serotype 5, S. pneumoniae serotype 5 or S. pneumoniae serotype 4 than the antibody
levels in control mice. In vaccinated mice, the IgG/IgA antibody levels reactive to S.
mitis serotype 5 or S. pneumoniae serotype 5 were higher than the levels reactive to S.
pneumoniae serotype 4. Furthermore, in-vitro restimulation of the lung-draining mediastinal
lymph node cells and splenocytes from immunized mice with killed S. mitis serotype 5, S.
pneumoniae serotype 5 or S. pneumoniae serotype 4 showed enhanced Th17, but not Th1
and Th2, responses.
Conclusion: Our findings show that mucosal immunization with S. mitis serotype 5 protects
against S. pneumoniae serotype 5 infection and induces Th17 and predominant serotypespecific IgG/IgA antibody responses.
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Introduction and Objectives: Filamentous growth has been linked to stress response mechanisms and
virulence traits in several bacterial species. Within the Bacillus cereus group, some members
constitutively grow as long chains of cells, while others may display filamentous growth as a result of
environmental stimuli or genetic changes. Strains of B. cereus, including the type strain ATCC 14579
which normally presents as single cells during vegetative growth, has been observed to spontaneously
switch between the single-celled form and stable variants displaying cell chaining phenotypes. In this
study, an isolate of B. cereus ATCC 14579 displaying filamentous growth during exponential phase and
a variant which grew as single cells or short chains during this growth stage, were isolated from one
single strain stock acquired from the American Type Culture Collection.
Methods: Phenotypic differences between the morphotypes were investigated by a range of
methods, at the morphological, genomic, transcriptional and translational level.
Results: The cell chaining variant showed a defect in daughter cell separation during vegetative growth
and in mother cell lysis following sporulation, in addition to rough colony morphology. However no
cellular autolysis phenotype or defects in expression of peptidoglycan hydrolases could be detected.
One of the two cell chaining isolates additionally showed a strong sporulation defect and increased
expression of the class I and and III stress response regulons. As the ATCC 14579 strain does not harbor
a cell surface (S-) layer nor the peptidoglycan hydrolase BslO, the mechanism of chaining is likely
different from that described in Bacillus anthracis, in which abnormal cell chaining phenotypes are
associated with improper S-layer assembly.
Conclusion: Phase variation phenomena may potentially play a role in controlling chaining phenotypes
and cell surface properties in B. cereus group strains. The B. cereus ATCC 14579 variants examined in
the current study show pleiotropic differences, indicating that phenotypic switching may affect the
reproducibility of experiments performed with different isolates.
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Background: Common human pathogens have shown an increasing trend of exhibiting antimicrobial
resistance to the majority to frontline antibiotics and thus poses a serious challenge to global public
health. Unexplored potential remains with respect to elucidating resistance mechanisms and
modifications to bacterial proteins following an antimicrobial treatment. The lipidome and metabolome
are considerably uncharted, primarily due to the recent development of technology for untargeted
lipidomic and metabolomic analysis.

Aim: This project aspires to elucidate important changes in primary and secondary metabolites related
to the development of antimicrobial resistance by investigating variations in the lipidome, metabolome
and proteome between antimicrobial resistant bacterial strains and their sensitive counterparts. We wish
to provide novel insight into the acquisition of resistance mechanisms of both in-use and possible novel
antimicrobials, and hopefully we will be able to contribute with important knowledge regarding the
prevention of resistance development.

Materials and Methods: The bioanalytical part of this project includes state of the art liquid
chromatography mass spectrometry instrumentation (LC-MS), Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Id-X.
An unreleased sample protocol provided by Per Bruheim`s research group (NTNU) will be applied when
extracting metabolites from liquid cultures. The pivotal step in our metabolomics experiments will be to
quench the metabolites at a certain growth state. When conducting metabolomics experiments, both
reverse phase (RP) and hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) methods will be executed to cover
as much as the metabolites present in a sample as possible.

Progress and future aspects: Several sample preparation methods have been tested with the purpose
of optimizing the extraction of endometabolites. The final hurdle we need to overcome before conducting
metabolomics experiments consist of achieving a reproducible growth curve of the bacterial strains of
interest. Finally, we will be able to compare alterations in the metabolome of antimicrobial resistant
strains and their sensitive peers.
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Staphylococcus haemolyticus has emerged as an important healthcare associated pathogen. Ability to
form biofilms, persist in hospital environments and high degree of multidrug resistance makes infection
caused by S.haemolyticus increasingly difficult to manage. Bacteriocins are ribosomal-synthesized
antimicrobials peptides with great potential as novel treatment options for multidrug resistant pathogens.
Here, we explore the potential of the novel bacteriocin Hybrid 1 (H1) against S.haemolyticus.
We designed a novel bacteriocin H1 by combining the N-terminal of enterocin K1 and the C-terminal part
of enterocin Ej97, and determined its receptor using heterologous expression. Minimal inhibition
concentration (MIC) was determined for 27 clinical and commensal strains. Resistant mutants were whole
genome sequenced to determined cause of resistance. To curtail resistance development, a synergistic
interaction between multiple antimicrobials were determined using fractional inhibition concentration
(FIC). The developed antimicrobial combination was challenged in a in vitro biofilm model using a biofilmoriented antimicrobial test (BOAT) and LIVE/DEAD biofilm staining, followed by confocal microscopy
analysis.
H1 exhibits a different antimicrobial spectrum than the parental bacteriocins, with H1 being particularly
active against S.haemolyticus (MIC 0.1-0.78 µg/ml). The bacteriocin-based combination (Microccin P1,
Garvicin KS, and H1), efficiently prevents resistance development and completely eradicates biofilms in
vitro. RseP, which was confirmed as the receptor for H1, was surprisingly not the hotspot of mutations
causing H1-resistance. WGS confirmed mutation accumulating in ecsAB, encoding subunits of the ATPbinding cassette (ABC) transporter.
In this study, we show that use of bacteriocins is a promising treatment option for S.haemolyticus. To our
knowledge, the antimicrobial combination described in this work is the first bacteriocin-based and
antibiotic free combination successfully combating clinically relevant strains. Moreover, we demonstrate
that the novel, synthetically produced antimicrobial peptides can easily be made to improve potency and
alter target specificity. With antimicrobial resistance on a rise, this may be valuable path to develop novel
antimicrobials.
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Abstract
Introduction and objectives
Bacillus cereus sensu lato (s.l.) is a group of bacteria of great importance for food safety and food
quality. They are found in all kinds of foods and can survive both boiling and drought because of their
ability to form extremely environmental stress resistant spores. B. cereus s.l. spores are covered with
micrometers long and a few nanometers thick nanofibers. Genetic and structural analyses shows that
these nanofibers constitute an entirely new family of biological fibers. But why do these bacteria spend
resources to produce nanofibers while starving?
Preliminary data shows that these nanofibers facilitate binding of spores to inorganic surfaces and
thereby lays a foundation for biofilm formation. B. cereus biofilm is a problem for the dairy industry,
where it contributes to long-lasting contamination of products, posing a food safety and -quality risk.
By expanding the knowledge of how B. cereus is forming biofilm, we can also find new ways to prevent
and combat biofilm formation.
We will examine how these spore nanofibers influence the binding to and biofilm formation on various
inorganic surfaces under static and dynamic conditions. Further, we will investigate how different kinds
of industrial washing procedures influence spore binding. This knowledge will be used to develop novel
methods to mitigate binding of B. cereus spores to inorganic surfaces in food industries.
As this is a work in progress, no detailed description of methodology, results and conclusions are
available, but preliminary data will be presented at the conference.
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DNA methylation is an epigenetic feature frequently found throughout most living organisms. In
bacteria, DNA methylation has multiple functional roles, including defense against foreign DNA, control
of virulence gene expression, regulation of chromosome replication and mismatch repair, and level of
bacteriophage resistance, as well as many other regulatory functions. Prokaryotic DNA methylation is
typically related to restriction – modification (R-M) systems. R-M systems usually encode a DNA
methyltransferase (MTase), which specifically modifies their recognition motif and a restriction
endonuclease (REase), which cleaves its recognition motif when it is non-methylated. Thereby, R-M
systems play a key role in host defense and regulates horizontal gene transfer. In contrast, orphan
MTases are DNA methylating enzymes without a cognate REase partner. Therefore, they play key roles
in the regulation of expression of housekeeping genes. To date, DNA modification profiling of unknown
bacterial methylomes remains challenging. Here, for the very first time, utilizing 3rd generation
Nanopore sequencing techniques and a novel method for the analysis of Nanopore datasets, we have
performed de novo identification of methylation types (4mC, 5mC or 6mA) and de novo fine mapping
of the methylated nucleotide in the specific motifs within gDNAs from different classes of bacteria,
including anaerobes. Our results provide a wider understanding on the existence of both active R-M
systems and orphan MTases in different bacterial species and phylae. Additionally, discoveries from
our study characterized previously unknown methylated DNA motifs in distinct clinically and
biotechnologically important bacteria species, and thereby shed light towards a more comprehensive
understanding of bacterial epigenetics and its functions and significance.

Combating Tuberculosis: Quest for Potential Drug Candidates and
their Mechanism of Action
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Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the leading infectious diseases caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb)
and the known reservoir is humans. According to WHO reports over the last decade, the population
affected by TB is more than 1.7 billion, with 1.4 million deaths. Treatment regimens for this deadliest
disease are first-line (rifampicin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide, ethambutol) and highly toxic second-line
anti-tuberculosis drugs. Multidrug-resistant Mtb variants often arise in populations suffering from TB
infection and increase the mortality rate to a devastating extent. Therefore, many potent candidate
anti-TB drug inventions target mycobacterial growth rate and aim to minimize drug resistance. We are
currently exploring various chemical moieties from our global network, which would be potential drug
candidates against TB. New compounds are tested for activity in the in vitro REMA assay and for
toxicity in a human host cell-based assay. Their mechanism of action are deciphered through
proteomics by mass spectrometry analysis of Mtb cells with and without compound added. Some of
our selected compounds are TB drug re-sensitizing agents, which can block the Mtb tolerance to the
first-line TB drug isoniazid. Other components are repurposed drugs and their derivatives, which are
active against Mtb H37Rv and drug-resistant clinical isolates. Another collection of compounds is a
combination of different pharmacophores of anti-TB drugs, which also exhibit promising in vitro
activity. Some of the potential drug candidates and their activity data may represent future drug
alternatives for successful TB treatment.
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Biofilms constitute a mode of bacterial growth displayed in environmental, industrial- and clinical
settings. Biofilm formation is a multistep process where bacterial cells adhere to a surface and each
other, forming a protective structure consisting of polysaccharides, proteins and nucleic acids, as well
as environmental components. Clinical consequences of biofilm formation can be seen in difficult-totreat recurring infections.
The genotypes and mechanisms of biofilm formation in Escherichia coli are yet to be elucidated.
Biofilms are important for pathogenesis of this species in infections like osteomyelitis, urinary tract
infections (UTIs) and device-associated infections.
We aim to disclose the biofilmome, resolving the biofilm forming potential of this species. All molecules
secreted from/or exhibited on the surface of a bacterium have the potential of contributing to biofilm
formation. Thus, we plan to identify the genes coding for all such factors (defined and putative) in a
large collection of 13,393 E. coli isolates from human samples.
We will investigate the pangenomic variation within the population, and cluster the collection based
on its core- and accessory-genome contents, along with extensive phylogenetic analyses. By
customizing prediction pipelines for biofilm potential (e.g. BiofilmGui), literature, databases (e.g.
STEPdb) and sequence searches (HMMER) for genotypes, signal peptides and putative localization we
aim to detect both known and new genotypes associated with biofilm forming potential.
We will validate genetic groups based on presence or absence of components putatively relevant in
biofilm formation through an array of in-vitro assays. This research can reveal components important
for biofilm formation, providing a deeper understanding of this important mode of growth in shaping
the virulence of clinical E. coli isolates. Additionally, deliver potential novel targets for antimicrobial
treatments focused on the non-essential process of biofilm formation, enforcing less selective pressure
for resistance development compared to traditional drugs.

Project title:
NANOPARTICULATE DRUG CARRIERS FOR DELIVERY OF CUTTING-EDGE
ANTIMICROBIALS TO BIOFILM
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Institute: OsloMet University – Faculty of Health Sciences
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Bacterial biofilm is a cluster of bacterial cells attached to living or inert surfaces. It is considered a critical health
threat as it enables the bacteria of evading the host immune response and it makes the bacteria 1000-fold more
resistant to antibiotic treatment compared to planktonic cells. These outcomes are attributed to the presence of a
thick layer of extracellular polymeric matrix surrounding the bacteria inside the biofilm and existence of bacterial
cells in metabolically inactive dormant state. The currently available strategies are mainly prophylactic to prevent
the biofilm formation. However, once a biofilm is formed it is challenging to resolve with the current treatments.

PROJECT AIM
The project aims to develop and test in-vitro efficacy of nanoparticulate delivery systems loaded with newly
developed peptide-based antibiotics. Teixobactin analogues are used as a model drugs which resemble a new class
of antibiotics. We hypothesize that the formulation will enhance the antibacterial activity of the drug and minimize
the host toxicity. The prepared nanoparticles should enhance the drug penetration into the biofilm and do not have
any negative effect on the drug chemical stability and microbiological activity.

METHODS
Biomaterials such as phospholipids will be used in preparation of the nanoparticles to minimize any possible toxicity
to the host. Physicochemical characterization of the nanoparticles will be conducted.
The antibacterial activity of the prepared nanoparticles will be evaluated by determining the minimum inhibitory
concentrations and minimum bactericidal concentrations. The antibacterial activity will be tested on bacterial
strains associated with health concerns. Moreover, the nanoparticles ability to prevent the formation of biofilm will
be evaluated. In addition to the activity on already established biofilm clusters of different bacterial strains. Finally,
toxicity studies of the developed nanoparticles on mammalian cell lines will be performed to assess the possible
side effects on the host.

REVISTING THE CHITINASE OF PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA
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A study by Folders et. al in 2001 showed that Pseudomonas aeruginosa encode and possibly secretes
a chitinase (a protein that can degrade chitin). Several strains of P. aeruginosa encode this protein,
and bioinformatic analysis of this putative enzyme showed similarity to chitinases from other
organisms, including the well-characterized chitinase ChiC1 from Serratia marcescens, which has been
characterized earlier in the host laboratory. Intriguingly, P. aeruginosa is not able to grow on chitin as
the sole carbon source. This begs the question, what is the role of this enzyme in P. aeruginosa? The
aim of this project is to fully characterize and elucidate the biological function of this protein by
investigating its chitinolytic potential in comparison to chitinases with purely catabolic roles. We will
also analyze substrate promiscuity by glycan array screening and activity screens. Initial enzymatic
data will be presented and discussed.

SAOUHSC_00671 contributes to cell splitting in
Staphylococcus aureus
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Introduction
Peptidoglycan hydrolases (PHs) play a critical role during bacterial cell wall synthesis. PHs digest the
cell wall to allow the insertion on new peptidoglycan subunit resulting in cell expansion. In addition,
PHs are responsible for cell daughter separation during the last step of cell division. The
overproduction of PHs results in cell lysis, while a downregulation can result in defects in cell
expansion and in cell daughter separation. Therefore, it is crucial that the expression and the activity
of PHs are tightly regulated.
Staphylococcus aureus has ten peptidoglycan hydrolases that are under regulation of WalKR twocomponent system. Among them, SAOUHSC_00671, a PH with two LysM domains and a CHAP
(cysteine, histidine-dependent amidohydrolases/peptidases) domain has shown to be important during
biofilm formation. However, the role of SAOUHSC_00671during cell wall synthesis in planktonic cell
has not being explored.
Methods
To study SAOUHSC_00671, a knockout, complementation, and overexpression strains were created
and characterized by microscopy. In addition, a CRISPRi system was used to systematically knockdown each of the hydrolases regulated by WalKR and simultaneously, SAOUHSC_00671 transcription
was followed with a luciferase and gfp reporters.
In addition, atl and sle1 were depleted on SAOUHSC_00671 deletion strain.
Results
The deletion of SAOUHSC_00671 results in a decrease on cell size, while the overexpression of
SAOUHSC_00671produces smaller cells. In addition, the luciferase reporter shows that
SAOUHSC_00671 expression is affected by the depletion of specific PH.
Furthermore, we show that SAOUHSC_00671 contributes to cell division in S. aureus as the reduced
growth and cell splitting observed upon knockdown of atl and/or sle1, is further exacerbated in a
SAOUHSC_00671 mutant.
Conclusion
Together, these results demonstrate the overlapping roles of PHs and further verifies that WalKR
regulates PH expression in response to changes in the peptidoglycan in S. aureus.
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Background
Tuberculosis, mainly caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb)), is an ancient human disease that
gravely affects millions of people annually. We wanted to explore the genetic diversity and lineage-specific
association of Mtb with drug resistance among pulmonary tuberculosis patients.
Methods
Sputum samples were collected from pulmonary tuberculosis patients at six different healthcare
institutions in Tigray, Ethiopia, between July 2018 to August 2019. DNA was extracted from 74 Mtb
complex isolates for whole-genome sequencing (WGS). All genomes were typed and screened for
mutations with known associations with antimicrobial resistance using in silico methods like the program
colltyper, microbe predictor, TB-profiler, Snippy-core, auspice.us, and results were cross-verified with wet
lab methods.
Results
Lineage (L) 4 (55·8%) was predominant, followed by L3 (41·2%); L1 (1·5%) and L2 (1·5%) occurred rarely.
The most frequently detected sublineage was CAS (38·2%), followed by Ural (29·4%), and Haarlem
(11·8%). The recent transmission index (RTI) was very high. L4 and Ural strains were more resistant than
the other strains to any anti-TB drug (P <0·05). The most frequent mutations to RIF, INH, EMB, SM, PZA,
ETH, FLQs, and 2nd-line injectable drugs occurred at rpoB S450L, katG S315T, embB M306I/V, rpsL K43R,
pncA V139A, ethA M1R, gyrA D94G, and rrs A1401G, respectively. Disputed rpoB mutations were also
shown in four (16%) of RIF-resistant isolates.
Conclusion
Our WGS analysis revealed the presence of diverse Mtb genotypes. The high level of RTI and the presence
of a significant proportion of disputed rpoB mutations highlighted the need to establish a WGS facility at
the regional level to monitor drug-resistant mutations. This will help control the transmission of DR-TB
and ultimately contribute to the attainment of 100% DST coverage for TB patients as per the End TB
strategy.
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Antibiotic resistance is a dangerously rising problem of the modern world. According to the WHO report
from April 2014 "this serious threat is no longer a prediction for the future, it is happening right now in
every region of the world and has the potential to affect anyone, of any age, in any country. Antibiotic
resistance — is now a major threat to public health." Misuse and overuse of antimicrobials together with
somehow insufficient infection control and prevention of infections led to accelerated development of
different mechanisms of bacterial resistance to the antibiotics. To cope with this problem, it is essential
to keep searching for the new antimicrobial agents and design new antibiotics. This in turn is sorely
dependent on scrutinization of the mechanisms of the acquired antimicrobial resistance. Thus, the
project aims to develop a novel in vitro nanoparticle based system for direct experimental studies of
truly realistic bacterial membrane models for permeation and interaction with antimicrobial agents at
atomic resolution. To achieve the aim the project utilizes ability of bacteria to produce extracellular
vesicles (referred to as micro vesicles (MV)). Provoking isolates of resistant and non-resistant strains of
Gram negative (G-) and Gram positive (G+) bacteria to export sufficient amounts of MV will allow
assembly of the close to native barrier permeation and interaction model using the Phospholipid Vesiclebased Permeation Assay (PVPA) developed at UiT in the Drug Transport and Delivery research group.
This model will aid in studying the permeability of drug candidates together with studying of the affects
on the permeability of other molecules like water, ions or other drug candidate across the bacterial
membrane. These native MV can also be used to prepare asymmetrical nano-discs to enable new ways
to differentiate between outer- and inner membrane interactions to create new knowledge and to
support simulations with experimental data.
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Lipopolysaccharides

porines

membrane protein
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CARBAPENEM-RESISTANCE
DETERMINANTS ACQUIRED THROUGH
NOVEL CHROMOSOMAL INTEGRATIONS IN
XDR PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA
Jessin Janice, Nicholas Agyepong, Alex OwusuOfori, Usha Govinden, Sabiha Yusuf Essack, Ørjan
Samuelsen, Arnfinn Sundsfjord, Torunn Pedersen

Introduction and objectives:
Two novel blaDIM-1 or blaIMP-1 containing
genomic islands (GIs) were discovered in four
extensively drug-resistant (XDR) Pseudomonas aeruginosa isolated from in-patients
at a tertiary hospital in Ghana by whole-genome sequence analyses. The objective of
this study was to explore the molecular basis for carbapenem resistance in an XDR
clone of P. aeruginosa.
Methods: All genomes were sequenced by Illumina and a single genome also by
Nanopore. Comparative genomics and phylogenetic analyses were performed to
disseminate the GIs.
Results: The strains were of ST234 and formed a phylogenetic clade together with
ST111, recognized as a global high-risk clone. Their carbapenem resistance was
encoded by Tn402-type integrons, In1592 (blaDIM-1) and In1595 (blaIMP-1), both
carrying complete tni mobilization modules. The integrons were embedded in GIs
distinguished by a lower GC-content than the chromosomal average. PAGI-97A
(52.659 bp; In1592), which encoded a P4-type site-specific integrase of the tyrosine
recombinase family, in its 3’-border, was integrated into tRNA-Pro(ggg) and bracketed
by a 49-bp perfect direct repeat sequence created by 3’-end target duplication. GIs with
the same structural features, but diverse genetic content, were identified in 41/226
completed P. aeruginosa genomes. PAGI-97B (22.636 bp; In1595), which encoded a
XerC/D superfamily integrase in its 5’-border, was inserted into the sRNA PrrF1/PrrF2
locus. Specific insertions into this highly conserved locus involved in iron-dependent
regulation were identified in an additional six phylogenetically unrelated P. aeruginosa
genomes, all leaving PrrF1 intact.
Conclusion: Our molecular analyses unveiled hospital-associated clonal dissemination
of carbapenem-resistant ST234 P. aeruginosa with two novel insertions of two GIs into
specific chromosomal sites.

ACUTE HEMORRHAGIC DIARRHEA
SYNDROME IN DOGS
E.M Soltvedt1, S. Rodriguez-Campos1, S.F. Nørstebø1, H.
Jørgensen2, E. Skancke1
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Introduction:
In September and October 2019, there was an unusually high occurrence of severe cases of acute
hemorrhagic diarrhea syndrome (AHDS) in dogs in the Southeastern part of Norway. The only common
link between the cases was the isolation of the bacterium Providencia alcalifaciens (Pal) from the feces
of 62 % of the sick dogs that presented with AHDS at the University Small Animal Clinic (n=127).
The aim of this cohort study is to see if the dogs that suffered from AHDS in 2019 are more susceptible
to gastrointestinal complications in the years to follow, compared to healthy control dogs. We also want
to investigate the prevalence and persistence of Pal in the dog’s fecal microbiota.

Methods:
A questionnaire is distributed to owners of dogs that suffered from AHDS (n=127, cohort) and to owners
of dogs that did not suffer from AHDS in autumn 2019 (n=157, control group), two times a year (spring
and autumn), from 2020 to 2023. The questionnaire surveys the dog’s health, with focus on the
gastrointestinal system. Owner-collected fecal swabs are subjected to basic bacteriologic analysis,
focusing on screening for Pal.

Preliminary results:
Results from the questionnaire autumn 2020 might indicate a tendency of poorer health in the cohort,
the year after the outbreak, with a higher tendency of diarrhea and hemorrhagic diarrhea reported,
compared to the control group.
The bacteriologic analyses from autumn 2020 show that none of the dogs in the cohort were positive for
Pal, while 3 % of the healthy controls were positive. In spring 2021 none of dogs were positive in the
cohort or in the control group.

Conclusion:
Hopefully, the results will help us to better understand what potential long term effects AHDS can cause
in dogs. The results also might indicate a seasonal aspect to the prevalence of Pal.

PROBLEMS WITH OXIDATIVE LABELING PROCEDURES OF
VIRAL PARTICLES AND HOW TO CIRCUMVENT THEM
CF Holte1, JS Romano1, JS Santamaria1, AK Larsen1, B Smedsrød1, KK
Sørensen1, PAG McCourt1
1) Department of Medical Biology, UiT – The Arctic University of
Norway, Tromsø, Norway

Introduction: Viruses are known to be sensitive to oxidation/oxidative stresses. This can present unique
challenges in research, especially for labeling viral particles for uptake studies. We evaluated whether
two different viruses can withstand standard oxidative iodination, and compared with a method
circumventing the need to expose viral particles to oxidation.
Methods: Using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), we examined viral particles, BK polyomavirus
and T7-like bacteriophages that were subjected to standard oxidative methods and one nonoxidative
method used for incorporating 125-I as a radiotracer by substituting radioactive NaI with cold NaI.
The methods of oxidative iodination were; Iodogen, an insoluble chloramine-T derivate used for the
incorporation of Iodine into aromatic rings. The lactoperoxidase-glucose oxidase system which is known
to be gentler in its oxidation, and leave proteins and peptides more functionally intact.
The non-oxidative method; the Bolton Hunter method, which uses sulfosuccinimidyl
(hydroxyphenyl)propionate, which conjugates a benzene group onto free amines such as on lysine
groups. In this method, the oxidative step, incorporating the iodine into the ring, occurs prior to attaching
the aromatic ring to the protein of interest (here: virus protein) such that the protein/virus need not
come into contact with the oxidant.
Results: We found that the iodogen and lactoperoxidase-glucose oxidase methods caused significant
destruction and aggregation of the viral particles (both polyomavirus and phages). The Bolton Hunter
method on the other hand showed little destruction or aggregation of these viral particles. (See TEM
micrographs)
Conclusion: Even gentle oxidation, as via the lactoperoxidase-glucose oxidase system, can cause
destruction and aggregation of viral particles. Thus one should be cautious with oxidative steps when
working with viruses. We found that the Bolton Hunter method gave little visible destruction of the viral
particles compared with direct oxidation labeling procedures and would therefore be of interest to
researchers intending to use radiotracers in the study of viral particles.
TEM Micrographs:

Polyoma virus non treated

Bacteriophage non treated

Polyoma virus subjected to iodogen method

Bacteriophage subjected to iodogen method

Polyoma virus subjected to lactoperoxidaseglucose oxidase method

Bacteriophage subjected to lactoperoxidaseglucose oxidase method

Identification Of Serine Hydrolase Virulence Factors In
MR- Staphylococcusaureus By Using Carmofurderived Activity-Based Probe
Md Jalal Uddin and Christian Lentz *
Research Group for Host-Microbe Interactions (HMI),
Department of Medical Biology(IMB), UiT—The Arctic
University of Norway, 9019 Tromsø, Norway

Abstract
Staphylococcus aureus is a major human pathogen and a leading cause of bacterial infections
worldwide. Many patients suffer from S. aureus infections that are often chronic and are neverfully
cured by antibiotics due to the ability of S. aureus to persist in biofilms or other protected niches.
Therefore, developing novel diagnostic strategies and treatment options for life-threatening S. aureus
infections is an urgent priority. Chemical probes, so-called activity-basedprotein profiling (ABPP) are a
powerful technique for deciphering the specific functional enzymes in bacterial systems. Activitybased probes (ABPs) are functionalized enzyme inhibitors that can rapidly and irreversibly bind with
their target enzymes by covalently modifying the active site of catalytically active enzymes via specific
chemical reaction. This study aimed to identify novel (functional) enzymatic activities in S. aureus
during biofilm formation.
Competitive ABPP was used to identify serine hydrolases/functional enzymes and inhibitors activity in
live S. aureus by treating intact cells with carmofur/5-fluorouracil and fluorescent carmofur-derived
ABP (G11) followed by analysis of labeled protein by SDS–PAGE analysis.LC-MS/MS was used to identify
target enzymes using biotin-tagged G11 & transposon mutantstrains for target validation. MIC & timekill assay of carmofur and 5-fluorouracil wasperformed by the broth microdilution method.
The carmofur-derived ABP (G11) showed broad activity in targeting functional enzymes on biofilmpromoting growth conditions. The G11 labeled the secreted serine hydrolase/lipase and other
fluorophosphate-binding serine hydrolases (fphB, fphE, and fphF). Most bands labeled by the G11 can
be competed out by pretreatment with the unlabelled parent inhibitors carmofurand active drug, 5fluorouracil and both drugs showed the same antibacterial activity (MIC- 5μM) & time-dependent
killing against S. aureus USA 300.
The G11 could be used for targeting & inhibiting a group of hydrolytic enzymes whose functions are
likely to be important for various aspects of cellular physiology and host- pathogen interactions.

Keywords: activity-based probes, serine hydrolases, Staphylococcus aureus

CHARACTERIZATION OF MEMBRANE VESICLES
FROM FISHPATHOGENS, THEIR ROLE IN
VIRULENCE AND POSSIBLE FUNCTION AS A
VACCINE IN AQUACULTURE
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Duncan Colquhoun3 and Hanne Winther-Larsen1
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The Gram-negative bacterium Yersinia ruckeri is spread in water columns across the globe and isa threat
for fish welfare as well as playing a negative financial factor for the fish farming industry.Infection with the
pathogenic Y. ruckeri is causing the enteric redmouth disease (ERM), also calledyersinosis and is mainly
found in salmonids1. The disease is characterized by a change in behavioral pattern, internal hemorrhages
and organ inflammation, along with visible signs such asreddening of the mouth and exophthalmia (popeye)2. Relatively little is known about the molecular and pathogenic mechanism of this bacterium.
The aim of the project is the further investigation of Y. ruckeri pathogenesis, where we will mainlyfocus on
characterization of secreted extracellular membrane vesicles (EV).
The secreted amount of bacterial EVs varies between bacteria species and they are shown to contain
various components (protein, DNA, RNA, LPS, lipids) which resemble the motherbacterium from which
they derive3. Additionally, isolated EVs have been reported as an alternative vaccine candidate as their
injection has been shown to elicit a protective immunity in a host3,4.
For EVs to be economically beneficial as an immunogenic agent for aqua-cultural purposes, an applicable
amount must be produced. Approaches to increase EV secretion include generation of knockout strains,
lacking a membrane protein. Mutant and wild type derived EVs will becharacterized for their protein
content, which will contribute to the understanding of their function and cargo. The isolated EVs will
further be studied for their function in cellular uptake and cytotoxicity will be investigated in cell-based
assays. Finally, zebrafish (Danio rerio) will be usedas infection and vaccine model where the fish will be
immunized with isolated Y. ruckeri EVs. Injection of EVs may enable the host to evolve an immunity against
the pathogen, resulting in a vaccinated state.
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DEXAMETHASONE PRE-TREATMENT OF PRIMARY LIVER SINUSOIDAL
ENDOTHELIAL CELL CULTURES FOR VIRUSCHALLENGES – A PILOT STUDY
Ingelin Kyrrestad, Eirik Abrahamsen Lænsman, Javier Sánchez Romano,
Sabin Bhandari, Jaione Simón- Santamaría, Karen Kristine Sørensen, Anett
Kristin Larsen.
Department of Medical Biology; UiT - The Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø,
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Kupffer cells and liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (LSECs) are important
scavenger cells actively engaged in the blood clearance of endogenous waste substances and foreign antigens,
including bacteria and viruses. Due to the high ability of LSECs to take up (by clathrin-mediated endocytosis) and
degrade many macromolecules and colloids (<200nm) from the circulation, we hypothesized that LSECs have an
active role in the clearance of viruses from the circulatory system.
LSECs are challenging cells to study in vitro, as they rapidly lose their specialized fenestrated phenotype and
endocytosis function in culture. The results from in vitro studies can therefore be challenging to interpret and
the restricted time to study viable LSECs in culture has caused limitations in the field. The glucocorticoid
dexamethasone (DEX) is a common anti-inflammatory drug, which is also used in vitro as an additive to primary
culture systems.
We evaluated the response of mouse LSECs (mLSECs) in vitro to the addition of DEX (0.1-100µM), showing an
increased cell survival and suppressed culture-induced activation of cells continuously exposed to DEX, regardless
of dose. A challenge study was then performed to investigate if a short (6h) pretreatment with a low dose of DEX
(0.1µM), to preserve cell survival, would affect LSECs’ cytokine secretion when challenged with murine
cytomegalovirus (mCMV) and poly(I:C). After 6h with DEX, the medium was changed and mLSECs were further
incubated without DEX for 12h at 37C., then inoculated with mCMV. Supernatants were collected at 12h, 24h,
and 48h of virus challenge. ELISA analysis revealed a time-dependent increase of IL-6 secreted by mLSECs. No
significant difference was observed between IL-6 levels in the control cultures (no DEX) and DEX-treated mLSECs.
We concluded that low-dose DEX pretreatment of primary mLSEC cultures improve viability, and that the cells
were still able to build an immune response to virus.

ELUCIDATING THE
BIOLOGY OF BOVINE
MASTITISPATHOGENS BY
CRISPRi-seq
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Staphylococcus aureus is a major cause of bovine mastitis, one of the most prevalent and costlydiseases
in the dairy industry. Mastitis is an inflammation of the mammary gland and impactsmilk production
and animal welfare. Despite many years of research and widespread implementation of control
strategies, S. aureus-associated mastitis remains difficult to eradicate, and new treatment strategies
are therefore needed. Knowledge about which factors contribute to survival in the farm environment,
proliferation in milk, biofilm formation, interaction with host cells and with host microbiota can
contribute to finding new anti- microbial or anti-infective targets to combat mastitis. To elucidate the
genetics of how S. aureus cause bovine mastitis, we have constructed a pooled tetracycline inducible
CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) library in a S. aureus lab strain. The functionality of the tetracyclineinducible system in milk was verified by targeting a known essential gene. The pooled library was
grown in milk, as well as normal growth medium and CRISPRi sequencing was used to identify genes
that are costly or essential for proliferation in milk compared to normal growthmedia. The pooled
CRISPRi library will further be used to identify genes that are essential in other mastitis-relevant setting
including interaction with host cells and microbiota. Interestingtarget genes will be further followed
up through functional studies to identify potential novel anti-microbial, anti-virulence and vaccine
targets.

EVOLUTION OF THE opvAB OPERON IN Salmonella enterica: “BET-HEDGING” AND GAMES
THEORY
Rocío Fernández-Fernández1, David R. Olivenza1, María Antonia Sánchez-Romero2 and Josep Casadesús1*

1 Genetics Department, Faculty of Biology, University of Seville, Seville, Spain

2 Microbiology and Parasitology Department, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Seville, Seville, Spain

Introduction and objectives: In the 1960s, Richard Levins proposed a game theory model predicting that
phenotypic polymorphism is beneficial for populations living in changing environments. In contrast, the cost of
having more than one phenotype is too high to maintain polymorphism in stable environments. Because natural
selection operates on phenotypes, it seemed reasonable to test whether the Levins' prediction can be extended
to epigenetic polymorphism. Based on this assumption, we have performed an experimental analysis of the
Levins' model using the opvAB operon of Salmonella enterica, which encodes proteins that alter the length of
the O-antigen. Expression of the opvAB transcript undergoes phase variation controlled by Dam methylation,
producing two subpopulations: one subpopulation (OpvABOFF) is large and virulent but sensitive to phages that
use the lipopolysaccharide O-antigen as receptor while the other subpopulation (OpvAB ON) is small and
avirulent but phage-resistant. Because phage resistance can be also conferred by mutation, we compared the
relative frequencies of phenotypic variation and mutation in fluctuating and nonfluctuating environments.

Methods: In order to analyze contributions of phase variation and mutation to Salmonella survival in fluctuating
and non-fluctuating environments, the central experiments have consisted in colonies counting, electrophoretic
analysis of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) profiles, intramacrophage proliferation assays, and study of resistance to
guinea pig serum in wild type and mutant strains.

Results: We have observed that mutations are predominant when the environmental conditions are
continuous while OpvABON cells prevail in a fluctuating environment. Electrophoretic analysis of LPS profiles
revealed that the majority of mutants obtained in the presence of phage presented LPS modifications. Only
cells with normal LPS can survive in the presence of serum and proliferate inside macrophages.

Conclusion: These observations fulfill Levins's prediction and extends it to epigenetic polymorphism. Bistable
and phase-variable systems may thus play an important role by producing phenotypic heterogeneity in natural
environments, where bacteria must deal with multiple adverse agents.

ACID-INDUCED BIOFILM FORMATION AND STRUCTURE
STUDY OF S. MITIS INFLUENCED BYTHE C-DI-AMP
SIGNALING SYSTEM

Biramitha Sribasgaran 1, Ali-Oddin Naemi 1, Thomas M. Küntziger 1
and Roger Simm 1
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Introduction and objectives
Streptococcus mitis is a commensal bacterium and opportunistic pathogen that can cause serious
bacteremia in neutropenic patients and infective endocarditis. We have shown that an acidic
environment induces biofilm formation in S. mitis. Bacterial biofilm plays an important role for
bacterial persistence and for protection against antibiotics and the immune system. The second
messenger cyclic di-adenosine monophosphate (c-di-AMP) influences the acid induced biofilm
formation, and that mutants with an abnormal c-di-AMPsignaling system produces a reduced biofilm
mass compared to the wild-type. In this study, we investigated the structure of the acid-induced
biofilm of S. mitis in more detail and analyzed the effect of interfering with the c-di-AMP signaling
system.

Methods
We utilized our set of KO-mutants of the genes encoding c-di-AMP turnover proteins. Thosebeing KOmutants of adenylate cyclase (CdaA), that synthesizes c-di-AMP, and mutants of the putative
phosphodiesterases Pde1 and Pde2, that degrade c-di-AMP to AMP via phosphadenylyl-adenosine
(pApA). A microtiter plate biofilm assay using safranin to stain bacteria was performed in different
pH conditions to determine the biofilm mass. In addition, fluorescent staining of bacteria and
confocal fluorescent microscopy was used to study the bacterial morphology and the structure of the
biofilm.

Results
Our preliminary data show that the wild-type formed microcolonies, while the cdaA-, pde1- and pde2
mutants adhered to the abiotic surface in dispersed chains of different length depending on the
mutant. We detected that cdaA-mutant had longer chains while the pde1-and pde2-mutants had
shorter chains.

Conclusion
The c-di-AMP signaling system is important for bacterial colonization of abiotic surfaces and proper
biofilm formation suggesting a role of c-di-AMP in regulating persistence and survivalof S. mitis in the
oral cavity.

PROJECT PLAN: THE ROLE OF CAPSULE
VARIANTS IN STAPHYLOCOCCUS
HAEMOLYTICUS ON IMMUNE RESPONSE
ANDBIOFILM PRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
Staphylococcus haemolyticus is one of the most common causes of sepsis in premature babies and
children with cancer. S. haemolyticus is part of our normal microbiome and has only a few virulence
factors. However, clinical S. haemolyticus isolates are highly antibiotic-resistantand often attach to
surfaces and form a biofilm layer on invasive catheters and medical implants. Little is known about the
strategies S. haemolyticus uses to establish an infection orevade the host immune system. In order to
understand what distinguishes invasive from commensal S. haemolyticus isolates, our research group
has previously performed a comparative genome and pangenome analysis. During this analysis, three
novel capsule polysaccharide operons were identified. It has been shown that polysaccharide capsules
protect S. haemolyticus against the host immune defence. Until now, this has only been demonstrated
for one type of capsule. Here we present our plan for this project.

METHODS
In this project, we will investigate whether the different capsule types are associated with different
biofilm-producing abilities and phenotypic capsules, and whether they differ in the level of protection
from phagocytosis. This will be examined by a combination of molecular manipulation (such as
knockouts and heterologous expression), microscopy, biofilm assays, phagocytosis assays and by the
use of various in vitro and ex vivo models. Depending on the findings, animal models may also be
included.

We hope these results and knowledge will help identify new therapeutic targets and better treatment
strategies for sepsis with Staphylococcus haemolyticus in premature babies and children with cancer.

IMMUNE RESPONSIVE GENE 1 REGULATES THE PROINFLAMMATORY RESPONSE DURING HUMAN
METAPNEUMOVIRUS INFECTION
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Introduction: Immune responsive gene 1 (IRG1) catalyses the conversion of the tricarboxylic acid cycle
intermediate cis-aconitate to itaconate. The product itaconate is one of the highest induced
metabolites in pro-inflammatory macrophages. Additionally, IRG1 expression increases following the
infection with viral pathogens such as Influenza A, Zika Virus and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV).
Functionally, studies indicate that IRG1 modulates reactive oxygen species (ROS) production and the
inflammatory immune response to various pathogens. IRG1 deficiency during RSV infection is
suggested to reduce ROS, pro-inflammatory response and lung pathology in mice. We have data
showing that infection with the related human metapneumovirus (HMPV) induces IRG1 expression in
human monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs). Its function during HMPV infection remains to
explore.
Methods: We aim to investigate the role of IRG1 by performing a siRNA-mediated knock-down in
MDMs followed by HMPV infection.
Results: Knock-down of IRG1 decreases viral RNA and infectious HMPV titers. Additionally, we
detected lowered pro-inflammatory cytokine expression and altered type-I interferon response in
IRG1 deficient macrophages.
Conclusion: Our results suggest a proviral role of IRG1 during HMPV infection by regulating the proinflammatory response in human macrophages.

LATE-STAGE FUNCTIONALIZATION FOR ANTIBIOTIC
CONJUGATION
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Antibiotic resistance (ABR) represents one of today’s greatest threats to global health. While the
discovery and development of fundamentally novel antibiotic scaffolds is highly challenging and time
consuming, one proposed fast-track method to access new drugs with improved resilience towards
ABR is conjugation of known antibiotic scaffolds to other molecular units which confer improved
properties to the new molecule as a whole. In order to be conjugated, two molecules need to contain
a pair of compatible molecular groups, the most common being alkynes and azides, which can be
directly introduced onto the molecules by late-stage functionalization. This project aims to develop a
novel synthetic procedure for the introduction of flexible terminal alkynes onto complex molecules to
enable antibiotic conjugation through ‘click’ chemistry.
Radical chemistry is an interesting approach for late-stage functionalization as radicals have different
reactivities than charged molecules and therefore open up a new range of possible chemical reactions
and products. Among the mild methods developed to generate radicals, photoredox catalysis is of
particular interest and is the main method used in this project.
The synthetic methodology is currently being developed on simple alkyl iodide model substrates with
tethered silane chains. Terminal alkene and alkyne products were successfully synthesized using the
oxidative quenching catalytic cycle of an iridium photocatalyst under irradiation with blue light.
These early results suggest that the approach is a promising way to introduce ‘click’able handles in
molecules, and will be a useful addition to the late-stage functionalization field. In the longer term, the
late-stage modification and ‘click’ synthesis of drug conjugates will contribute to the discovery of new
viable antibiotics options.

CHARACTERIZING ANTIMICROBIAL BACTERIOCIN
ACTIVITY IN STAPHYLOCOCCUSHAEMOLYTICUS
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INTRODUCTION
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a global health threat, and the clinical pipeline of new antimicrobials
is dry. Bacteriocins are ribosomally synthesized peptides produced by bacteria to inhibit growth of
closely related bacterial species. As bacteriocins are possible novel antimicrobial agents, we
investigated putative antimicrobial bacteriocin activity of Staphylococcus haemolyticus isolates. S.
haemolyticus is a skin commensal that has gained increased attention as an emerging pathogen of
hospital infections, and it is often multidrug-resistant.
METHODS
We screened overnight cultures from clinical and commensal isolates of S. haemolyticus for bacteriocin
activity against three indicator strains: Lactococcus lactis (control), clinical S. haemolyticus, and clinical
Staphylococcus aureus. Cell-free supernatants were prepared from the test isolates that displayed
antimicrobial activity against any of the indicator strains. We chose one isolate for further experiments
due to its promising activity. pH, protease sensitivity and heat-stability were investigated. Cationic
exchange eluate was applied to a reverse-phase chromatography column connected to a purifier
system. The activity of the purified fractions were tested against a broad range of Gram-positive
indicators and two Gram-negative indicators.
RESULTS
Three of 174 S. haemolyticus overnight cultures inhibited the growth of indicator strains. One of the
isolates showed antimicrobial activity against all three indicator strains when using supernatant. The
activity was pH stable, heat stable (121 °C) and proteinase sensitive (trypsin), which are typical
characteristics of a bacteriocin. The purified fractions displayed activity against a broad range of Grampositive indicators, including S. aureus, S. haemolyticus, Enterococcus faecalis and Listeria
monocytogenes. There was no activity against Escherichia coli.
CONCLUSION
We have found a putative new antimicrobial bacteriocin in one of the S. haemolyticus isolates in our
collection. Planned future work include sequencing, heterologous expression, mode of action and
biofilm experiments. New antimicrobial compounds are important to fight the AMR problem.

Maria Disen Barbuti
Norwegian University of Life Science

UNCOVERING A NOVEL MECHANISM
CONTROLLINGLIPOTEICHOIC ACID
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Teichoic acids are anionic polymers attached to the cell wall or cell membrane of Gram- positive
bacteria. In Staphylococcus aureus, teichoic acids are a key virulence factor and are also critical for
proper cell division and susceptibility to antimicrobials. Teichoic acid synthesisis thus a potential target
for anti-microbial and anti-infectives and understanding the molecularmechanisms of teichoic acid
biosynthesis in S. aureus is therefore important. In a previous work, the so-called S. aureus proteins
CozEa and CozEb, have been demonstrated to play a role in cell division. In the current work, the
functions of the conserved CozE proteins were further investigated using different genetic and
molecular approaches. Construction and characterisation of single and double cozE mutants
confirmed that cozEa and cozEb constitute a synthetic lethal gene pair in S. aureus. Florescence
microscopy also revealed that the two proteins have a spotty, dynamic localisation in the cell
membrane. Based on the phenotypic characteristics, we hypothesised that CozEa and CozEb had a link
to biosynthesis of lipoteichoic acids (LTAs) and by performing growth assays, phase contrast- and
transmission electron microscopy on a panel of mutant strains with knockdown of the cozE genes and
LTAsynthesis/modification genes we uncovered that two LTA biosynthesis genes (ugtP and ltaA) have
pairwise synthetic genetic interactions with the cozE genes. Most notably, normal cell growth and cell
division were re-established in a ∆ltaA background when both cozE genes were knocked down. In
addition, immunoblot assays using anti-LTA antibodies revealed that CozEb play a unique role in
controlling LTA polymer length. Together, the results demonstrated a functional link between CozE
proteins and LTA biosynthesis in S. aureus.
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Streptococcus mitis (S. mitis) is an oral commensal and opportunistic pathogen that normally lives
in harmony with the human host and mainly causes disease in immunocompromised individuals.
Cyclic di-adenosine monophosphate (c-di-AMP) is an important bacterial signaling molecule that
functions both as an intracellular second messenger in bacterial cells and an extracellular ligand
involved in bacteria-host crosstalk.
In this study, we identify and characterize proteins involved in controlling the c-di-AMP
concentration in S. mitis CCUG31611 with biochemistry and enzyme kinetics methods. S. mitis
knockout mutants were constructed by in-frame marker-less deletion and their cell and colony
morphology investigated by microscopy and flow cytometry. Glucose metabolism was measured
by detecting the levels of incorporated 14C-glucose and the amount of produced c-di- AMP was
measured by MS/MS.
We identified three known types of c-di-AMP turnover proteins in the genome of S. mitis
CCUG31611: a CdaA-type diadenylate cyclase as well as GdpP-, and DhhP-type phosphodiesterases.
Biochemical analyses of purified proteins demonstrated that CdaA synthesizes c-di-AMP from ATP
whereas both phosphodiesterases can utilize c-di-AMP as wellas the intermediary metabolite of cdi-AMP hydrolysis 5’-phosphadenylyl-adenosine (pApA) as substrate to generate AMP, albeit at
different catalytic efficiency. Using deletion mutants of each of the genes encoding c-di-AMP
turnover proteins, we show by high resolution MS/MS that the intracellular concentration of c-diAMP is increased in deletion mutants of the phosphodiesterases and non-detectable in the cdaAmutant. We also detected pApA in mutantsof the DhhP-type phosphodiesterase. Low and high
levels of c-di-AMP were associated with longer and shorter chains of S. mitis, respectively indicating
a role in regulation of cell division. The deletion mutant of the DhhP-type phosphodiesterase
displayed slow growth and reduced rate of glucose metabolism.
C-di-AMP is involved in regulation of cell division, colony morphology and metabolism in S. mitis
and the tested phosphodiesterases display different substrate preferences.
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Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) poses a great threat worldwide. The world health organization
estimates that AMR will cause 10 million deaths each year by 2050 if no actions are taken. Antibiotics
is one of the therapeutics most widely used on children due to their undeveloped immune systems.
However, it is estimated that 50% of the antibiotic use is unneccary. Antibiotics perturb the
microbiome in the gut which may lead to severe infections by AMR pathogens. Although there is
agreement in that a healthy microbiome avoid severe infections in a higher degree than an antibiotic
treated one, little is known about the molecular mechanisms that cause this. Throughout this PhD,
multi-omics tools will be used to investigate and determine genetic and metabolic markers that
influence colonization of AMR pathogens. Stool samples from two infant cohort studies will be
characterized by omics approaches. First, the effect of probiotic therapy on preventing infection by
resistant Enterobacterales in Tanzanian children will be investigated. Both the microbiome and the
metabolome will be studied. Secondly, the fecal metabolome of infants receiving antibiotics will be
determined before and after therapy, and associated with DNA sequencing data. Biochemical
interactions between gut bacteria and AMR pathogens will also be investigated. For the abovementioned studies to be possible, optimization of mass spectrometric analysis utilizing untargeted LCMS systems will be performed. The goal of this thesis is to characterize biological markers that can be
used as targets for preventing bacterial AMR colonization thus avoid overuse of traditional antibiotics.
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Introduction and objectives: The presence of Escherichia coli in environment is an important
indicator of recent fecal contamination, which is why they have to be correctly identified. In most
laboratories that monitor environmental samples, microorganisms are identified with the use of culturebased methods or phenotypic traits. However, these methods are not highly reliable because phenotypic
traits can be unstable, and their expression can be affected by changes in environmental conditions. The
aim of this study was to evaluate various methods for identifying E. coli strains isolated from the
environment (wastewater and river water).
Methods: Bacteria were identified with the use of culture-based methods (selected media mFc and
Chromocult), molecular techniques for detecting species-specific genes (uidA, yaiO, uspA), MALDITOF, and 16S rRNA gene sequencing. Clonal relatedness between isolates was determined by ERIC
PCR, and the phylogenetic lineage of selected E. coli isolates was inferred with the use of the grouping
method described by Clermont.
Results: 36-81% of the strains that had been initially identified as E. coli with culture-based methods
were classified as E. coli with the use of selected techniques. The value of Cohen’s kappa revealed the
highest degree of agreement between the results of 16S rRNA gene sequencing, the results obtained in
the MALDI Biotyper system, and the results of the analysis based on the presence of the yaiO gene.
Conclusion: The results of this study confirm that selective culture media can be used only in
preliminary screening of E. coli, whereas strains should be identified with the use of more accurate and
reliable methods. MALDI-TOF and 16S rRNA gene sequencing are particularly recommended for
microbial identification due to their high accuracy and reliability.

